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Lecture Plan
Today we will:
1. Go through all steps of pruning, and introduce how 

to select pruning ratio and how to fine-tune in 
neural network pruning.


2. Introduce Lottery Ticket Hypothesis in neural 
network pruning which shows that training a sparse 
neural network from scratch is possible.


3. Introduce the system support for the sparsity in 
the neural network after pruning, and elaborate how 
to translate the computation reduction to measured 
speedup on general-purpose and specialized 
hardware.
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Neural Network Pruning
• Introduction to Pruning 
• What is pruning?

• How should we formulate pruning?


• Determine the Pruning Granularity 
• In what pattern should we prune the neural 

network?

• Determine the Pruning Criterion 
• What synapses/neurons should we prune?


• Determine the Pruning Ratio 
• What should target sparsity be for each layer?


• Fine-tune/Train Pruned Neural Network 
• How should we improve performance of pruned 

models?

4
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]
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Neural Network Pruning
Make neural network smaller by removing synapses and neurons

5
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]
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Neural Network Pruning
Make neural network smaller by removing synapses and neurons
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Optimal Brain Damage 

Yann Le Cun, John S. Denker and Sara A. Sol1a 
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, N. J. 07733 

ABSTRACT 
We have used information-theoretic ideas to derive a class of prac-
tical and nearly optimal schemes for adapting the size of a neural 
network. By removing unimportant weights from a network, sev-
eral improvements can be expected: better generalization, fewer 
training examples required, and improved speed of learning and/or 
classification. The basic idea is to use second-derivative informa-
tion to make a tradeoff between network complexity and training 
set error. Experiments confirm the usefulness of the methods on a 
real-world application. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Most successful applications of neural network learning to real-world problems have 
been achieved using highly structured networks of rather large size [for example 
(Waibel, 1989; Le Cun et al., 1990a)]. As applications become more complex, the 
networks will presumably become even larger and more structured. Design tools 
and techniques for comparing different architectures and minimizing the network 
size will be needed. More importantly, as the number of parameters in the systems 
increases, overfitting problems may arise, with devastating effects on the general-
ization performance. We introduce a new technique called Optimal Brain Damage 
(OBD) for reducing the size of a learning network by selectively deleting weights. 
We show that OBD can be used both as an automatic network minimization pro-
cedure and as an interactive tool to suggest better architectures. 
The basic idea of OBD is that it is possible to take a perfectly reasonable network, 
delete half (or more) of the weights and wind up with a network that works just as 
well, or better. It can be applied in situations where a complicated problem must 
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Abstract

Neural networks are both computationally intensive and memory intensive, making
them difficult to deploy on embedded systems. Also, conventional networks fix
the architecture before training starts; as a result, training cannot improve the
architecture. To address these limitations, we describe a method to reduce the
storage and computation required by neural networks by an order of magnitude
without affecting their accuracy by learning only the important connections. Our
method prunes redundant connections using a three-step method. First, we train
the network to learn which connections are important. Next, we prune the unim-
portant connections. Finally, we retrain the network to fine tune the weights of the
remaining connections. On the ImageNet dataset, our method reduced the number
of parameters of AlexNet by a factor of 9⇥, from 61 million to 6.7 million, without
incurring accuracy loss. Similar experiments with VGG-16 found that the total
number of parameters can be reduced by 13⇥, from 138 million to 10.3 million,
again with no loss of accuracy.

1 Introduction

Neural networks have become ubiquitous in applications ranging from computer vision [1] to speech
recognition [2] and natural language processing [3]. We consider convolutional neural networks used
for computer vision tasks which have grown over time. In 1998 Lecun et al. designed a CNN model
LeNet-5 with less than 1M parameters to classify handwritten digits [4], while in 2012, Krizhevsky
et al. [1] won the ImageNet competition with 60M parameters. Deepface classified human faces with
120M parameters [5], and Coates et al. [6] scaled up a network to 10B parameters.

While these large neural networks are very powerful, their size consumes considerable storage,
memory bandwidth, and computational resources. For embedded mobile applications, these resource
demands become prohibitive. Figure 1 shows the energy cost of basic arithmetic and memory
operations in a 45nm CMOS process. From this data we see the energy per connection is dominated
by memory access and ranges from 5pJ for 32 bit coefficients in on-chip SRAM to 640pJ for 32bit
coefficients in off-chip DRAM [7]. Large networks do not fit in on-chip storage and hence require
the more costly DRAM accesses. Running a 1 billion connection neural network, for example, at
20Hz would require (20Hz)(1G)(640pJ) = 12.8W just for DRAM access - well beyond the power
envelope of a typical mobile device. Our goal in pruning networks is to reduce the energy required to
run such large networks so they can run in real time on mobile devices. The model size reduction
from pruning also facilitates storage and transmission of mobile applications incorporating DNNs.

1
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Pruning in the Industry
Hardware support for sparsity

7

2:4 sparsity in A100 GPU 
2X peak performance, 1.5X measured BERT speedup

EIE [Han et al., ISCA 2016]

ESE [Han et al., FPGA 2017]

SpArch [Zhang et al., HPCA 2020]
SpAtten [Wang et al., HPCA 2021]
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Pruning in the Industry
Hardware support for sparsity

8

EIE [Han et al., ISCA 2016]

ESE [Han et al., FPGA 2017]

SpArch [Zhang et al., HPCA 2020]
SpAtten [Wang et al., HPCA 2021]

Reduce model complexity by 5x to 50x with minimal 
accuracy impact
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Neural Network Pruning
• In general, we could formulate the pruning as 

follows:




subject to




•  represents the objective function for neural 
network training;


•  is input,  is original weights,  is pruned 
weights;


•  calculates the #nonzeros in , and  is 
the target #nonzeros.

arg min
WP

L(x; WP)

!Wp!0 < N

L

x W WP

!Wp!0 WP N
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x x

arg min
W

L(x; W) arg min
WP

L(x; WP)

s . t .!WP!0 " N
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Pruning at Different Granularities
The case of convolutional layers
• Some of the commonly used pruning granularities

10
Exploring the granularity of sparsity in convolutional neural networks [Mao et al., CVPR-W]
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Selection of Synapses to Prune
• When removing parameters from a neural network model, 

• the less important the parameters being removed are, 

• the better the performance of pruned neural network is.


• Magnitude-based pruning considers weights with larger absolute values are more important 
than other weights. 

• For element-wise pruning,


Importance = !W !

11

• Example
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Selection of Neurons to Prune
• When removing neurons from a neural network model, 

• the less useful the neurons being removed are, 

• the better the performance of pruned neural network is.

12

Neuron Pruning  
in Linear Layer

Channel Pruning  
in Convolution Layer

Weight Matrix

Recall: Neuron pruning is coarse-grained pruning indeed.
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Neural Network Pruning
• Introduction to Pruning 
• What is pruning?

• How should we formulate pruning?


• Determine the Pruning Granularity 
• In what pattern should we prune the neural 

network?

• Determine the Pruning Criterion 
• What synapses/neurons should we prune?


• Determine the Pruning Ratio 
• What should target sparsity be for each layer?


• Fine-tune/Train Pruned Neural Network 
• How should we improve performance of pruned 

models?

13
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]

Pruning

prune 30%?
prune 50%?
prune 70%?
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Section 1: Pruning Ratio

14

How should we find per-layer pruning ratios?
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Recap
Non-uniform pruning is better than uniform shrinking

15
AMC: Automl for Model Compression and Acceleration on Mobile Devices [He et al., ECCV 2018]
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Recap
Non-uniform pruning is better than uniform shrinking

16
AMC: Automl for Model Compression and Acceleration on Mobile Devices [He et al., ECCV 2018]
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• We need different pruning ratios for each layer since different layers have different sensitivity 
• Some layers are more sensitive (e.g., first layer)

• Some layers are more redundant

17
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• We need different pruning ratios for each layer since different layers have different sensitivity 
• Some layers are more sensitive (e.g., first layer)

• Some layers are more redundant


• We can perform sensitivity analysis to determine the per-layer pruning ratio 

18
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• The process of Sensitivity Analysis

• Pick a layer  in the modelLi
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• The process of Sensitivity Analysis

• Pick a layer  in the model

• Prune the layer  with pruning ratio  (or other strides)

• Observe the accuracy degrade   for each pruning ratio

Li
Li r # {0,0.1,0.2,...,0.9}

$Acci
r
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• The process of Sensitivity Analysis

• Pick a layer  in the model

• Prune the layer  with pruning ratio  (or other strides)

• Observe the accuracy degrade   for each pruning ratio


• Repeat the process for all layers

Li
Li r # {0,0.1,0.2,...,0.9}

$Acci
r
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• The process of Sensitivity Analysis

• Pick a layer  in the model

• Prune the layer  with pruning ratio  (or other strides)

• Observe the accuracy degrade   for each pruning ratio


• Repeat the process for all layers

Li
Li r # {0,0.1,0.2,...,0.9}

$Acci
r
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• The process of Sensitivity Analysis

• Pick a layer  in the model

• Prune the layer  with pruning ratio  (or other strides)

• Observe the accuracy degrade   for each pruning ratio


• Repeat the process for all layers

Li
Li r # {0,0.1,0.2,...,0.9}

$Acci
r
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• The process of Sensitivity Analysis

• Pick a layer  in the model

• Prune the layer  with pruning ratio  (or other strides)

• Observe the accuracy degrade   for each pruning ratio


• Repeat the process for all layers

• Pick a degradation threshold  such that the overall pruning rate is desired

Li
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Finding Pruning Ratios
Analyze the sensitivity of each layer
• Is this optimal?

• Maybe not. We do not consider the interaction between layers.


• Can we go beyond the heuristics?

• Yes!
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Automatic Pruning
• Given an overall compression ratio, how do we choose per-layer pruning ratios?

• Sensitivity analysis ignores the interaction between layers -> sub-optimal


• Conventionally, such process relies on human expertise and trials and errors

32
AMC: AutoML for Model Compression and Acceleration on Mobile Devices [He et al., ECCV 2018]

Customers

Engineers 
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Automatic Pruning
• Can we develop a push-the-button solution?

33
AMC: AutoML for Model Compression and Acceleration on Mobile Devices [He et al., ECCV 2018]

Machine learning expert

Hardware expert Non-expert Hardware-Centric


AutoML

+ AutoML

Efficient Neural Net

Bridge the gap
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AMC: AutoML for Model Compression

34
AMC: AutoML for Model Compression and Acceleration on Mobile Devices [He et al., ECCV 2018]

2 Ji Lin, Yihui He, Zhijian Liu, Hanrui Wang, Li-Jia Li, Song Han

Reward= -Error*log(FLOP)

Agent: DDPG

Action: Compress with 
Sparsity ratio at (e.g. 50%)

Embedding st=[N,C,H,W,i…]

Environment: Channel Pruning

Layer t-1

Layer t

Layer t+1Critic

Actor

Embedding

Original NN

Model Compression by Human: 
Labor Consuming, Sub-optimal

Model Compression by AI:  
Automated, Higher Compression Rate, Faster

Compressed NN
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30%
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Fig. 1. Overview of AutoML for Model Compression (AMC) engine. Left: AMC replaces
human and makes model compression fully automated while performing better than
human. Right: Form AMC as a reinforcement learning problem. We process a pretrained
network (e.g ., MobileNet-V1) in a layer-by-layer manner. Our reinforcement learning
agent (DDPG) receives the embedding st from a layer t, and outputs a sparsity ratio
at. After the layer is compressed with at, it moves to the next layer Lt+1. The accuracy
of the pruned model with all layers compressed is evaluated. Finally, as a function of
accuracy and FLOP, reward R is returned to the reinforcement learning agent.

solved by brute-force methods. Reinforcement learning methods have been widely
approved to have better sample e�ciency than random exploration and achieve
better solution. Therefore, we propose AutoML for Model Compression (AMC)
which leverages reinforcement learning to e�ciently sample the design space and
greatly improve the model compression quality. Figure 1 illustrates our AMC
engine. When compressing a network, rather than relying on human experience
or hand-crafted heuristics, our AMC engine automates this process and frees the
compression pipeline from human labor.

We observe that the accuracy of the compressed model is very sensitive to the
sparsity of each layer, requiring a fine-grained action space. Therefore, instead
of searching over a discrete space, we come up with a continuous compression
ratio control strategy with a DDPG [4] agent to learn through trials and errors:
penalizing accuracy loss while encouraging model shrinking and speedup. The
actor-critic structure also helps to reduce variance, facilitating stabler training.
Specifically, our DDPG agent processes the network in a layer-wise manner. For
each layer Lt, the agent receives a layer embedding st which encodes useful
characteristics of this layer, and then it outputs a precise compression ratio at.
After layer Lt is compressed with at, the agent moves to the next layer Lt+1. The
validation accuracy of the pruned model with all layers compressed is evaluated
without fine-tuning, which is an e�cient delegate of the fine-tuned accuracy. This
simple approximation can improve the search time not having to retrain the
model, and provide high quality search result. After the policy search is done,
the best-explored model is fine-tuned to achieve the best performance.

Pruning as a reinforcement learning problem2 Ji Lin, Yihui He, Zhijian Liu, Hanrui Wang, Li-Jia Li, Song Han

Reward= -Error*log(FLOP)

Agent: DDPG

Action: Compress with 
Sparsity ratio at (e.g. 50%)

Embedding st=[N,C,H,W,i…]

Environment: Channel Pruning
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Fig. 1. Overview of AutoML for Model Compression (AMC) engine. Left: AMC replaces
human and makes model compression fully automated while performing better than
human. Right: Form AMC as a reinforcement learning problem. We process a pretrained
network (e.g ., MobileNet-V1) in a layer-by-layer manner. Our reinforcement learning
agent (DDPG) receives the embedding st from a layer t, and outputs a sparsity ratio
at. After the layer is compressed with at, it moves to the next layer Lt+1. The accuracy
of the pruned model with all layers compressed is evaluated. Finally, as a function of
accuracy and FLOP, reward R is returned to the reinforcement learning agent.

solved by brute-force methods. Reinforcement learning methods have been widely
approved to have better sample e�ciency than random exploration and achieve
better solution. Therefore, we propose AutoML for Model Compression (AMC)
which leverages reinforcement learning to e�ciently sample the design space and
greatly improve the model compression quality. Figure 1 illustrates our AMC
engine. When compressing a network, rather than relying on human experience
or hand-crafted heuristics, our AMC engine automates this process and frees the
compression pipeline from human labor.

We observe that the accuracy of the compressed model is very sensitive to the
sparsity of each layer, requiring a fine-grained action space. Therefore, instead
of searching over a discrete space, we come up with a continuous compression
ratio control strategy with a DDPG [4] agent to learn through trials and errors:
penalizing accuracy loss while encouraging model shrinking and speedup. The
actor-critic structure also helps to reduce variance, facilitating stabler training.
Specifically, our DDPG agent processes the network in a layer-wise manner. For
each layer Lt, the agent receives a layer embedding st which encodes useful
characteristics of this layer, and then it outputs a precise compression ratio at.
After layer Lt is compressed with at, the agent moves to the next layer Lt+1. The
validation accuracy of the pruned model with all layers compressed is evaluated
without fine-tuning, which is an e�cient delegate of the fine-tuned accuracy. This
simple approximation can improve the search time not having to retrain the
model, and provide high quality search result. After the policy search is done,
the best-explored model is fine-tuned to achieve the best performance.

Reward = -Error
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AMC: AutoML for Model Compression

X
An Analysis of Deep Neural Network Models for Practical Applications [Canziani et al., 2016]
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Pruning as a reinforcement learning problem2 Ji Lin, Yihui He, Zhijian Liu, Hanrui Wang, Li-Jia Li, Song Han

Reward= -Error*log(FLOP)

Agent: DDPG

Action: Compress with 
Sparsity ratio at (e.g. 50%)

Embedding st=[N,C,H,W,i…]

Environment: Channel Pruning
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Fig. 1. Overview of AutoML for Model Compression (AMC) engine. Left: AMC replaces
human and makes model compression fully automated while performing better than
human. Right: Form AMC as a reinforcement learning problem. We process a pretrained
network (e.g ., MobileNet-V1) in a layer-by-layer manner. Our reinforcement learning
agent (DDPG) receives the embedding st from a layer t, and outputs a sparsity ratio
at. After the layer is compressed with at, it moves to the next layer Lt+1. The accuracy
of the pruned model with all layers compressed is evaluated. Finally, as a function of
accuracy and FLOP, reward R is returned to the reinforcement learning agent.

solved by brute-force methods. Reinforcement learning methods have been widely
approved to have better sample e�ciency than random exploration and achieve
better solution. Therefore, we propose AutoML for Model Compression (AMC)
which leverages reinforcement learning to e�ciently sample the design space and
greatly improve the model compression quality. Figure 1 illustrates our AMC
engine. When compressing a network, rather than relying on human experience
or hand-crafted heuristics, our AMC engine automates this process and frees the
compression pipeline from human labor.

We observe that the accuracy of the compressed model is very sensitive to the
sparsity of each layer, requiring a fine-grained action space. Therefore, instead
of searching over a discrete space, we come up with a continuous compression
ratio control strategy with a DDPG [4] agent to learn through trials and errors:
penalizing accuracy loss while encouraging model shrinking and speedup. The
actor-critic structure also helps to reduce variance, facilitating stabler training.
Specifically, our DDPG agent processes the network in a layer-wise manner. For
each layer Lt, the agent receives a layer embedding st which encodes useful
characteristics of this layer, and then it outputs a precise compression ratio at.
After layer Lt is compressed with at, the agent moves to the next layer Lt+1. The
validation accuracy of the pruned model with all layers compressed is evaluated
without fine-tuning, which is an e�cient delegate of the fine-tuned accuracy. This
simple approximation can improve the search time not having to retrain the
model, and provide high quality search result. After the policy search is done,
the best-explored model is fine-tuned to achieve the best performance.
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AMC: AutoML for Model Compression
• AMC uses the following setups for the reinforcement learning problem

• State:  11 features (including layer indices, channel numbers, kernel sizes, FLOPs, …)

• Action: A continuous number (pruning ratio) 

• Agent: DDPG agent, since it supports continuous action output


• Reward: 


• We can also optimize latency constraints with a pre-built lookup table (LUT)

a # [0,1)

R = {%Error, if satisfies constrains
%&, if not

35
AMC: AutoML for Model Compression and Acceleration on Mobile Devices [He et al., ECCV 2018]
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AMC: AutoML for Model Compression

36
* Efficient Methods and Hardware for Deep Learning [Han, thesis]

Human*

AutoML

(smaller the better)
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AMC: AutoML for Model Compression

37

DAC ’18, June 24–29, 2018, San Francisco, CA, USA Song Han and William J. Dally

Residual Block 1 Residual Block 2 Residual Block 3 Residual Block 4

Crests: our RL agent automatically learns 3x3 convolutions have 
more redundancy and can be pruned more.

Peaks: our RL agent automatically learns 1x1 convolutions  
have less redundancy and can be pruned less.

Figure 14: The pruning policy (sparsity ratio) given by our reinforcement learning agent for ResNet-50.
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Figure 15: Our reinforcement learning agent (AMC) can
prune themodel to a lower density than achieved by human
experts without loss of accuracy. (Human expert: 3.4⇥ com-
pression on ResNet50. AMC : 5⇥ compression on ResNet50.)

5 CONCLUSION
We discussed three bottlenecks toward e�cient deep learning com-
puting: memory bandwidth, network bandwidth, and engineer
bandwidth. For each bottleneck, we provided an e�cient algo-
rithm to reduce the required bandwidth: Deep Compression reduces
model size by 10⇥ to 50⇥, Deep Gradient Compression reduces com-
munication bandwidth by 270⇥ to 600⇥, and AMC engine that uses
AI to automate the model compression process, reducing a day of
human time to 5 hours of GPU time. These bandwidth-e�cient
algorithms lead to faster, more energy e�cient and more scalable
deep learning computing.
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AMC: AutoML for Model Compression
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Model MAC Top-1 Latency* Speedup Memory

1.0 MobileNet 569M 70.6% 119.0ms 1x 20.1MB

AMC (50% FLOPs) 285M 70.5% 64.4ms 1.8x 14.3MB

AMC (50% Time) 272M 70.2% 59.7ms 2.0x 13.2MB

0.75 MobileNet 325M 68.4% 69.5ms 1.7x 14.8MB

* Measured with TF-Lite on Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge, which has Qualcomm Snapdragon SoC 
Single core, Batch size = 1(mobile, latency oriented)
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NetAdapt

39
NetAdapt: Platform-Aware Neural Network Adaptation for Mobile Applications [Yang et al., ECCV 2018]

A rule-based iterative/progressive method

• The goal of NetAdapt is to find a per-layer pruning ratio to meet a global resource constraint (e.g., 
latency, energy, …)


• The process is done iteratively

• We take latency constraint as an example

https://efficientml.ai
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NetAdapt

45
NetAdapt: Platform-Aware Neural Network Adaptation for Mobile Applications [Yang et al., ECCV 2018]

• For each iteration, we aim to reduce the latency by a certain amount  (manually defined)

• For each layer  (  in A-Z in the figure)


• Prune the layer s.t. the latency reduction meets  (based on a pre-built lookup table)

• Short-term fine-tune model (10k iterations); measure accuracy after fine-tuning


• Choose and prune the layer with the highest accuracy 

• Repeat until the total latency reduction satisfies the constraint

• Long-term fine-tune to recover accuracy

$R
Lk k

$R

original model prune each layer to reduce $R

Short-term fine-tune

AccA AccB AccC AccD AccZ…

Long-term 
fine-tune

Final model
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NetAdapt

46
NetAdapt: Platform-Aware Neural Network Adaptation for Mobile Applications [Yang et al., ECCV 2018]

• The iterative nature allows us to obtain a serial of models with different costs 

• #models = #iterations

model series
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Neural Network Pruning
• Introduction to Pruning 
• What is pruning?

• How should we formulate pruning?


• Determine the Pruning Granularity 
• In what pattern should we prune the neural 

network?

• Determine the Pruning Criterion 
• What synapses/neurons should we prune?


• Determine the Pruning Ratio 
• What should target sparsity be for each layer?


• Fine-tune/Train Pruned Neural Network 
• How should we improve performance of pruned 

models?

47
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]

Pruning

x

arg min
WP

L(x; WP)

s . t .!WP!0 " N
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Section 2: Fine-tuning / Training

48

How should we improve performance of sparse models?
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Finetuning Pruned Neural Networks
• After pruning, the model may decrease, especially for larger pruning ratio.

• Fine-tuning the pruned neural networks will help recover the accuracy and push the pruning ratio 

higher.

• Learning rate for fine-tuning is usually 1/100 or 1/10 of the original learning rate.

49
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]

Train Connectivity

Prune Connections

Train Weights
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-1.5%

-0.5%

0.5%

Pruning Ratio (Parameters Pruned Away)
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Pruning Pruning+Finetuing
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Iterative Pruning
• Consider pruning followed by a fine-tuning is one iteration.

• Iterative pruning gradually increases the target sparsity in each iteration.

• boost pruning ratio from 5✕ to 9✕ on AlexNet compared to single-step aggressive pruning.

57
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]

Train Connectivity

Prune Connections

Train Weights
A

cc
ur
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Lo
ss

-4.5%

-3.5%

-2.5%

-1.5%

-0.5%

0.5%

Pruning Ratio (Parameters Pruned Away)
40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Pruning Pruning+Finetuing Iterative Pruning and Finetuing
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Regularization
• When training neural networks or fine-tuning quantized neural networks, regularization is added 

to the loss term to 

• penalize non-zero parameters 
• encourage smaller parameters


• The most common regularization for improving performance of pruning is L1/L2 regularization.

• L1-Regularization




• L2-Regularization




• Examples: 
• Magnitude-based Fine-grained Pruning applies L2 regularization on weights

• Network Slimming applies smooth-L1 regularization on channel scaling factors.

L' = L(x; W) + ! !W !

L' = L(x; W) + !!W!2

58
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]

Learning Efficient Convolutional Networks through Network Slimming [Liu et al., ICCV 2017]
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Neural Network Pruning
• Introduction to Pruning 
• What is pruning?

• How should we formulate pruning?


• Determine the Pruning Granularity 
• In what pattern should we prune the neural 

network?

• Determine the Pruning Criterion 
• What synapses/neurons should we prune?


• Determine the Pruning Ratio 
• What should target sparsity be for each layer?


• Fine-tune/Train Pruned Neural Network 
• How should we improve performance of pruned 

models?

59
Learning Both Weights and Connections for Efficient Neural Network [Han et al., NeurIPS 2015]

Pruning

x

arg min
WP

L(x; WP)

s . t .!WP!0 " N
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Neural Network Pruning
• In general, we could formulate the pruning as 

follows:




subject to




•  represents the objective function for neural 
network training;


•  is input,  is original weights,  is pruned 
weights;


•  calculates the #nonzeros in , and  is 
the target #nonzeros.

arg min
WP

L(x; WP)

!Wp!0 < N

L

x W WP

!Wp!0 WP N

X

x x

arg min
W

L(x; W) arg min
WP

L(x; WP)

nonconvex problem
 is differentiableL

combinatorial constraint
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ADMM
• Rewrite the pruning problem in a form without constraint as





• Split the variables and decompose the problem into simpler subproblems as




• The augmented Lagrangian of the above problem is




arg min
WP

L(x; WP) + g(WP), where g(WP) = { 0, !WP!0 " N
&, otherwise

arg min
WP

L(x; WP) + g(Z), subject to WP = Z

( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + tr [)T(WP % Z)] + "!WP % Z!2

( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + "
2 !WP % Z + U!2

2 % "
2 !U!2

2

X
A Systematic DNN Weight Pruning Framework using Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers [Zhang et al., ECCV 2018]
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ADMM
• The augmented Lagrangian of the above problem is








• The ADMM algorithm proceeds by repeating the following steps for  iterations







( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + tr [)T(WP % Z)] + "!WP % Z!2

( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + "
2 !WP % Z + U!2

2 % "
2 !U!2

2

k = 0,1,*,
W(k+1)

P := arg min
WP

( = arg min
WP

L (x; WP) + "
2 !WP % Z(k) + U(k)!2

2

Z(k+1) := arg min
Z

( = arg min
Z

g(Z) + "
2 !W(k+1)

P % Z + U(k)!2
2

U(k+1) := W(k+1)
P % Z(k+1) + U(k)

X
A Systematic DNN Weight Pruning Framework using Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers [Zhang et al., ECCV 2018]
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ADMM
• The augmented Lagrangian of the above problem is








• The ADMM algorithm proceeds by repeating the following steps for  iterations







( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + tr [)T(WP % Z)] + "!WP % Z!2

( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + "
2 !WP % Z + U!2

2 % "
2 !U!2

2

k = 0,1,*,
W(k+1)

P := arg min
WP

( = arg min
WP

L (x; WP) + "
2 !WP % Z(k) + U(k)!2

2

Z(k+1) := arg min
Z

( = arg min
Z

g(Z) + "
2 !W(k+1)

P % Z + U(k)!2
2

U(k+1) := W(k+1)
P % Z(k+1) + U(k)

X
A Systematic DNN Weight Pruning Framework using Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers [Zhang et al., ECCV 2018]

L2 regularization

Differentiable
Gradient Descent
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ADMM
• The augmented Lagrangian of the above problem is








• The ADMM algorithm proceeds by repeating the following steps for  iterations










( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + tr [)T(WP % Z)] + "!WP % Z!2

( = L (x; WP) + g(Z) + "
2 !WP % Z + U!2

2 % "
2 !U!2

2

k = 0,1,*,
W(k+1)

P := arg min
WP

( = arg min
WP

L (x; WP) + "
2 !WP % Z(k) + U(k)!2

2

Z(k+1) := arg min
Z

( = arg min
Z

g(Z) + "
2 !W(k+1)

P % Z + U(k)!2
2

U(k+1) := W(k+1)
P % Z(k+1) + U(k)

Z(k+1) := arg min
Z

!W(k+1)
P + U(k) % Z!2

2, s . t . !Z!0 " N

X
A Systematic DNN Weight Pruning Framework using Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers [Zhang et al., ECCV 2018]

Keep  elements of  with the largest magnitudes and set the reset to zeroN W(k+1)
P + U(k)

Solve Analytically
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Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

60

Can we train a sparse neural network from scratch?
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Train Sparse Neural Network From Scratch
• Neural Network Pruning shows that

• a neural network can be reduced in size. 

• Question: Can we directly train this sparse neural network from scratch?


• Contemporary experience tells us that

• the architectures uncovered by pruning are harder to train from the start,  
• reaching lower accuracy than the original networks

61
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

62
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

• Dashed Lines: randomly sampled sparse networks

• Solid Lines: correct sparsitiy mask (found by training) & same initialization.
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

63
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

A randomly-initialized, dense neural network contains a subnetwork that is 
initialized such that—when trained in isolation—it can match the test 

accuracy of the original network after training for at most the same number 
of iterations.  

—The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

Train T Epochs

Randomly-Initialized
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

64
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

A randomly-initialized, dense neural network contains a subnetwork that is 
initialized such that—when trained in isolation—it can match the test 

accuracy of the original network after training for at most the same 
number of iterations.  

—The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

Train at most T Epochs

Accuracy MatchedInitialized Subnetwork

Winning Ticket
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning

65
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning

66
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning

67
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning

74
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune

Winning Ticket
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning

75
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

Init Train Prune

Winning Ticket
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Scaling Limitation
• Resetting the weights to the very initial value  works for small-scale tasks such as MNIST 

and CIFAR-10, and fails on deep networks.


• Instead, it is possible to robustly obtain pruned subnetworks by resetting the weights to the 
values after a small number of k training iterations, that is .

Wt=0

Wt=k

76
Stabilizing the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [Frankle et al., arXiv 2019]

Total Training Epochs: T = 90

Rewinding to: k = 6
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Scaling Limitation
• Resetting the weights to the very initial value  works for small-scale tasks such as MNIST 

and CIFAR-10, and fails on deep networks.


• Instead, it is possible to robustly obtain pruned subnetworks by resetting the weights to the 
values after a small number of k training iterations, that is .

Wt=0

Wt=k

X
Stabilizing the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [Frankle et al., arXiv 2019]

Consider a dense, randomly-initialized neural network  that trains to 
accuracy  in  iterations. Let  be the weights at iteration  of training. 

There exist an iteration   and fixed pruning mask  
(where ) such that subnetwork  trains to accuracy 

 in  iterations. 
—The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis with Rewinding

f (x; W0)
a* T* Wt t

k + T* m # {0,1}!W!

!m!1 + !W ! m , Wk
a - a* T " T* % k
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Iterative Magnitude Pruning with Rewinding

77
Stabilizing the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [Frankle et al., arXiv 2019]

Init Train Prune

Iterative

Rewind to 
Iteration k
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The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

78
The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis: Finding Sparse, Trainable Neural Networks [Frankle et al., ICLR 2019]

A randomly-initialized, dense neural network contains a subnetwork that is 
initialized such that—when trained in isolation—it can match the test 

accuracy of the original network after training for at most the same 
number of iterations.  

—The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis

Train at most T Epochs

Accuracy MatchedInitialized Subnetwork

Winning Ticket
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System Support for Sparsity
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Recall: Different Pruning Granularity
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Channel-level 
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Irregular Regular

X
Exploring the granularity of sparsity in convolutional neural networks [Mao et al., CVPR-W]
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Channel-level Pruning

ci = 2

c o
=

3

kw = 3

k h
=

3
Preserved

Pruned

Channel-level Pruning

layer = nn.Conv2d(
64, 
64, 
kernel_size=3, 
padding=1, 
stride=1

) 

Original Implementation

layer = nn.Conv2d(
64, 
32, 
kernel_size=3, 
padding=1, 
stride=1

) 

Pruned

No need for specialized system support!
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Proposed Paradigm
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Training
Accelerated 
InferenceModel 

Compression

Conventional

Proposed

Training Inference

Han et al  ICLR’17
Han et al  NeurIPS’15 

Han et al  ICLR’16   
(best paper award) 

 

Han et al  ISCA’16 
Han et al  FPGA’17  
(best paper award)

Slow Power 
Hungry
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Efficient
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Sparse Weight 
90% static sparsity

Weight Sharing 
4-bit weights

EIE: Efficient Inference Engine
The First DNN Accelerator for Sparse, Compressed Model

Sparse Activation 
70% dynamic sparsity

10x less computation

5x less memory footprint

3x less computation

8x less memory footprint

83
EIE: Efficient Inference Engine on Compressed Deep Neural Network [Han et al., ISCA 2016]

0 * A = 0 W * 0 = 0 2.09, 1.92=> 2
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EIE Architecture

EIE: Efficient Inference Engine on Compressed Deep Neural Network

Song Han⇤ Xingyu Liu⇤ Huizi Mao⇤ Jing Pu⇤ Ardavan Pedram⇤

Mark A. Horowitz⇤ William J. Dally⇤†

⇤Stanford University, †NVIDIA
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Abstract—State-of-the-art deep neural networks (DNNs)
have hundreds of millions of connections and are both compu-
tationally and memory intensive, making them difficult to de-
ploy on embedded systems with limited hardware resources and
power budgets. While custom hardware helps the computation,
fetching weights from DRAM is two orders of magnitude more
expensive than ALU operations, and dominates the required
power.

Previously proposed ‘Deep Compression’ makes it possible
to fit large DNNs (AlexNet and VGGNet) fully in on-chip
SRAM. This compression is achieved by pruning the redundant
connections and having multiple connections share the same
weight. We propose an energy efficient inference engine (EIE)
that performs inference on this compressed network model and
accelerates the resulting sparse matrix-vector multiplication
with weight sharing. Going from DRAM to SRAM gives EIE
120⇥ energy saving; Exploiting sparsity saves 10⇥; Weight
sharing gives 8⇥; Skipping zero activations from ReLU saves
another 3⇥. Evaluated on nine DNN benchmarks, EIE is
189⇥ and 13⇥ faster when compared to CPU and GPU
implementations of the same DNN without compression. EIE
has a processing power of 102 GOPS/s working directly on
a compressed network, corresponding to 3 TOPS/s on an
uncompressed network, and processes FC layers of AlexNet at
1.88⇥104 frames/sec with a power dissipation of only 600mW.
It is 24,000⇥ and 3,400⇥ more energy efficient than a CPU
and GPU respectively. Compared with DaDianNao, EIE has
2.9⇥, 19⇥ and 3⇥ better throughput, energy efficiency and
area efficiency.

Keywords-Deep Learning; Model Compression; Hardware
Acceleration; Algorithm-Hardware co-Design; ASIC;

I. INTRODUCTION

Neural networks have become ubiquitous in applications
including computer vision [1]–[3], speech recognition [4],
and natural language processing [4]. In 1998, Lecun et
al. classified handwritten digits with less than 1M parame-
ters [5], while in 2012, Krizhevsky et al. won the ImageNet
competition with 60M parameters [1]. Deepface classified
human faces with 120M parameters [6]. Neural Talk [7]
automatically converts image to natural language with 130M
CNN parameters and 100M RNN parameters. Coates et
al. scaled up a network to 10 billion parameters on HPC
systems [8].

Large DNN models are very powerful but consume large
amounts of energy because the model must be stored in
external DRAM, and fetched every time for each image,

4-bit	  
Relative	Index

4-bit	  
Virtual	weight

16-bit		
Real	weight

16-bit	  
Absolute	Index

Encoded	Weight	
Relative	Index	
Sparse	Format	

ALU

Mem

Compressed	
DNN	Model Weight		

Look-up

Index		
Accum

Prediction

Input	
Image

Result

Figure 1. Efficient inference engine that works on the compressed deep
neural network model for machine learning applications.

word, or speech sample. For embedded mobile applications,
these resource demands become prohibitive. Table I shows
the energy cost of basic arithmetic and memory operations
in a 45nm CMOS process [9]. It shows that the total energy
is dominated by the required memory access if there is
no data reuse. The energy cost per fetch ranges from 5pJ
for 32b coefficients in on-chip SRAM to 640pJ for 32b
coefficients in off-chip LPDDR2 DRAM. Large networks do
not fit in on-chip storage and hence require the more costly
DRAM accesses. Running a 1G connection neural network,
for example, at 20Hz would require (20Hz)(1G)(640pJ) =
12.8W just for DRAM accesses, which is well beyond the
power envelope of a typical mobile device.

Previous work has used specialized hardware to accelerate
DNNs [10]–[12]. However, these efforts focus on acceler-
ating dense, uncompressed models - limiting their utility
to small models or to cases where the high energy cost
of external DRAM access can be tolerated. Without model
compression, it is only possible to fit very small neural
networks, such as Lenet-5, in on-chip SRAM [12].

Efficient implementation of convolutional layers in CNN
has been intensively studied, as its data reuse and manipu-
lation is quite suitable for customized hardware [10]–[15].
However, it has been found that fully-connected (FC) layers,
widely used in RNN and LSTMs, are bandwidth limited
on large networks [14]. Unlike CONV layers, there is no
parameter reuse in FC layers. Data batching has become
an efficient solution when training networks on CPUs or
GPUs, however, it is unsuitable for real-time applications
with latency requirements.

Network compression via pruning and weight sharing
[16] makes it possible to fit modern networks such as
AlexNet (60M parameters, 240MB), and VGG-16 (130M
parameters, 520MB) in on-chip SRAM. Processing these
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Micro Architecture for each PE
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Post Layout Result of EIE
• ALU width: with accuracy

•32bit float: no loss
•32 bit Int: 0.3% loss
•16 bit Int: 0.5% loss
•8 bit Int: 27% loss
• FIFO queue depth

• number of PEs

Technology 40 nm

# PEs 64

on-chip SRAM 8 MB

Max Model Size 84 Million

Static Sparsity 10x

Dynamic Sparsity 3x

Quantization 4-bit

ALU Width 16-bit

Area 40.8 mm^2

MxV Throughput 81,967 layers/s

Power 586 mW

1. Post layout result
2. Throughput measured on AlexNet FC-7 
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Benchmark
• CPU: Intel Core-i7 5930k

• GPU: NVIDIA TitanX

• Mobile GPU: NVIDIA Jetson TK1

Layer Size Weight 
Density

Activation 
Density

FLOP 
Reduction Description

AlexNet-6 4096 × 9216 9% 35% 33x AlexNet for 
image 

classification
AlexNet-7 4096 × 4096 9% 35% 33x

AlexNet-8 1000 × 4096 25% 38% 10x

VGG-6 4096 × 25088 4% 18% 100x VGG-16 for 
image 

classification
VGG-7 4096 × 4096 4% 37% 50x

VGG-8 1000 × 4096 23% 41% 10x

NeuralTalk-We 600 × 4096 10% 100% 10x RNN and LSTM 
for image 
caption

NeuralTalk-Wd 8791 × 600 11% 100% 10x

NeuralTalk-LSTM 2400 × 1201 10% 100% 10x

108
EIE: Efficient Inference Engine on Compressed Deep Neural Network [Han et al., ISCA 2016]
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Figure 6. Speedups of GPU, mobile GPU and EIE compared with CPU running uncompressed DNN model. There is no batching in all cases.
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Figure 7. Energy efficiency of GPU, mobile GPU and EIE compared with CPU running uncompressed DNN model. There is no batching in all cases.

corner. We placed and routed the PE using the Synopsys IC
compiler (ICC). We used Cacti [25] to get SRAM area and
energy numbers. We annotated the toggle rate from the RTL
simulation to the gate-level netlist, which was dumped to
switching activity interchange format (SAIF), and estimated
the power using Prime-Time PX.

Comparison Baseline. We compare EIE with three dif-
ferent off-the-shelf computing units: CPU, GPU and mobile
GPU.

1) CPU. We use Intel Core i-7 5930k CPU, a Haswell-E
class processor, that has been used in NVIDIA Digits Deep
Learning Dev Box as a CPU baseline. To run the benchmark
on CPU, we used MKL CBLAS GEMV to implement the
original dense model and MKL SPBLAS CSRMV for the
compressed sparse model. CPU socket and DRAM power
are as reported by the pcm-power utility provided by Intel.

2) GPU. We use NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X GPU,
a state-of-the-art GPU for deep learning as our baseline
using nvidia-smi utility to report the power. To run
the benchmark, we used cuBLAS GEMV to implement
the original dense layer. For the compressed sparse layer,
we stored the sparse matrix in in CSR format, and used
cuSPARSE CSRMV kernel, which is optimized for sparse
matrix-vector multiplication on GPUs.

3) Mobile GPU. We use NVIDIA Tegra K1 that has
192 CUDA cores as our mobile GPU baseline. We used
cuBLAS GEMV for the original dense model and cuS-
PARSE CSRMV for the compressed sparse model. Tegra K1
doesn’t have software interface to report power consumption,
so we measured the total power consumption with a power-
meter, then assumed 15% AC to DC conversion loss, 85%
regulator efficiency and 15% power consumed by peripheral
components [26], [27] to report the AP+DRAM power for
Tegra K1.

Benchmarks.
We compare the performance on two sets of models:

uncompressed DNN model and the compressed DNN model.

Table III
BENCHMARK FROM STATE-OF-THE-ART DNN MODELS

Layer Size Weight% Act% FLOP% Description

Alex-6 9216, 9% 35.1% 3% Compressed4096
AlexNet [1] forAlex-7 4096, 9% 35.3% 3% large scale image4096
classificationAlex-8 4096, 25% 37.5% 10%1000

VGG-6 25088, 4% 18.3% 1% Compressed4096 VGG-16 [3] for
VGG-7 4096, 4% 37.5% 2% large scale image4096 classification and
VGG-8 4096, 23% 41.1% 9% object detection1000

NT-We 4096, 10% 100% 10% Compressed
600 NeuralTalk [7]

NT-Wd 600, 11% 100% 11% with RNN and
8791 LSTM for

NTLSTM 1201, 10% 100% 11% automatic
2400 image captioning

The uncompressed DNN model is obtained from Caffe
model zoo [28] and NeuralTalk model zoo [7]; The com-
pressed DNN model is produced as described in [16], [23].
The benchmark networks have 9 layers in total obtained
from AlexNet, VGGNet, and NeuralTalk. We use the Image-
Net dataset [29] and the Caffe [28] deep learning framework
as golden model to verify the correctness of the hardware
design.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Figure 5 shows the layout (after place-and-route) of
an EIE processing element. The power/area breakdown is
shown in Table II. We brought the critical path delay down
to 1.15ns by introducing 4 pipeline stages to update one
activation: codebook lookup and address accumulation (in
parallel), output activation read and input activation multiply
(in parallel), shift and add, and output activation write. Ac-
tivation read and write access a local register and activation
bypassing is employed to avoid a pipeline hazard. Using
64 PEs running at 800MHz yields a performance of 102

Speedup on EIE
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Figure 7. Energy efficiency of GPU, mobile GPU and EIE compared with CPU running uncompressed DNN model. There is no batching in all cases.

energy numbers. We annotated the toggle rate from the RTL
simulation to the gate-level netlist, which was dumped to
switching activity interchange format (SAIF), and estimated
the power using Prime-Time PX.

Comparison Baseline. We compare EIE with three dif-
ferent off-the-shelf computing units: CPU, GPU and mobile
GPU.

1) CPU. We use Intel Core i-7 5930k CPU, a Haswell-E
class processor, that has been used in NVIDIA Digits Deep
Learning Dev Box as a CPU baseline. To run the benchmark
on CPU, we used MKL CBLAS GEMV to implement the
original dense model and MKL SPBLAS CSRMV for the
compressed sparse model. CPU socket and DRAM power
are as reported by the pcm-power utility provided by Intel.

2) GPU. We use NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X GPU,
a state-of-the-art GPU for deep learning as our baseline
using nvidia-smi utility to report the power. To run
the benchmark, we used cuBLAS GEMV to implement
the original dense layer. For the compressed sparse layer,
we stored the sparse matrix in in CSR format, and used
cuSPARSE CSRMV kernel, which is optimized for sparse
matrix-vector multiplication on GPUs.

3) Mobile GPU. We use NVIDIA Tegra K1 that has
192 CUDA cores as our mobile GPU baseline. We used
cuBLAS GEMV for the original dense model and cuS-
PARSE CSRMV for the compressed sparse model. Tegra K1
doesn’t have software interface to report power consumption,
so we measured the total power consumption with a power-
meter, then assumed 15% AC to DC conversion loss, 85%
regulator efficiency and 15% power consumed by peripheral
components [26], [27] to report the AP+DRAM power for
Tegra K1.

Benchmarks. We compare the performance on two sets
of models: uncompressed DNN model and the compressed
DNN model. The uncompressed DNN model is obtained
from Caffe model zoo [28] and NeuralTalk model zoo [7];
The compressed DNN model is produced as described

Table III
BENCHMARK FROM STATE-OF-THE-ART DNN MODELS

Layer Size Weight% Act% FLOP% Description

Alex-6 9216, 9% 35.1% 3% Compressed4096
AlexNet [1] forAlex-7 4096, 9% 35.3% 3% large scale image4096
classificationAlex-8 4096, 25% 37.5% 10%1000

VGG-6 25088, 4% 18.3% 1% Compressed4096 VGG-16 [3] for
VGG-7 4096, 4% 37.5% 2% large scale image4096 classification and
VGG-8 4096, 23% 41.1% 9% object detection1000

NT-We 4096, 10% 100% 10% Compressed
600 NeuralTalk [7]

NT-Wd 600, 11% 100% 11% with RNN and
8791 LSTM for

NTLSTM 1201, 10% 100% 11% automatic
2400 image captioning

in [16], [23]. The benchmark networks have 9 layers in total
obtained from AlexNet, VGGNet, and NeuralTalk. We use
the Image-Net dataset [29] and the Caffe [28] deep learning
framework as golden model to verify the correctness of the
hardware design.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the layout (after place-and-route) of
an EIE processing element. The power/area breakdown is
shown in Table II. We brought the critical path delay down
to 1.15ns by introducing 4 pipeline stages to update one
activation: codebook lookup and address accumulation (in
parallel), output activation read and input activation multiply
(in parallel), shift and add, and output activation write. Ac-
tivation read and write access a local register and activation
bypassing is employed to avoid a pipeline hazard. Using
64 PEs running at 800MHz yields a performance of 102
GOP/s. Considering 10⇥ weight sparsity and 3⇥ activation
sparsity, this requires a dense DNN accelerator 3TOP/s to
have equivalent application throughput.

CPU GPU mGPU EIE

Geo Mean
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Sparse Matrix Read Unit. The sparse-matrix read unit
uses pointers pj and pj+1 to read the non-zero elements (if
any) of this PE’s slice of column Ij from the sparse-matrix
SRAM. Each entry in the SRAM is 8-bits in length and
contains one 4-bit element of v and one 4-bit element of x.

For efficiency (see Section VI) the PE’s slice of encoded
sparse matrix I is stored in a 64-bit-wide SRAM. Thus eight
entries are fetched on each SRAM read. The high 13 bits
of the current pointer p selects an SRAM row, and the low
3-bits select one of the eight entries in that row. A single
(v, x) entry is provided to the arithmetic unit each cycle.

Arithmetic Unit. The arithmetic unit receives a (v, x)
entry from the sparse matrix read unit and performs the
multiply-accumulate operation bx = bx + v ⇥ aj . Index
x is used to index an accumulator array (the destination
activation registers) while v is multiplied by the activation
value at the head of the activation queue. Because v is stored
in 4-bit encoded form, it is first expanded to a 16-bit fixed-
point number via a table look up. A bypass path is provided
to route the output of the adder to its input if the same
accumulator is selected on two adjacent cycles.

Activation Read/Write. The Activation Read/Write Unit
contains two activation register files that accommodate the
source and destination activation values respectively during
a single round of FC layer computation. The source and
destination register files exchange their role for next layer.
Thus no additional data transfer is needed to support multi-
layer feed-forward computation.

Each activation register file holds 64 16-bit activations.
This is sufficient to accommodate 4K activation vectors
across 64 PEs. Longer activation vectors can be accommo-
dated with the 2KB activation SRAM. When the activation
vector has a length greater than 4K, the M⇥V will be
completed in several batches, where each batch is of length
4K or less. All the local reduction is done in the register
file. The SRAM is read only at the beginning and written at
the end of the batch.

Distributed Leading Non-Zero Detection. Input acti-
vations are hierarchically distributed to each PE. To take
advantage of the input vector sparsity, we use leading non-
zero detection logic to select the first non-zero result. Each
group of 4 PEs does a local leading non-zero detection on
their input activation. The result is sent to a Leading Non-
zero Detection Node (LNZD Node) illustrated in Figure 4.
Each LNZD node finds the next non-zero activation across
its four children and sends this result up the quadtree. The
quadtree is arranged so that wire lengths remain constant as
we add PEs. At the root LNZD Node, the selected non-zero
activation is broadcast back to all the PEs via a separate
wire placed in an H-tree.

Central Control Unit. The Central Control Unit (CCU)
is the root LNZD Node. It communicates with the master,
for example a CPU, and monitors the state of every PE by
setting the control registers. There are two modes in the
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Figure 5. Layout of one PE in EIE under TSMC 45nm process.

Table II
THE IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS OF ONE PE IN EIE AND THE

BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT TYPE (LINE 3-7), BY MODULE (LINE
8-13). THE CRITICAL PATH OF EIE IS 1.15 NS

Power (%) Area (%)(mW) (µm2)
Total 9.157 638,024
memory 5.416 (59.15%) 594,786 (93.22%)
clock network 1.874 (20.46%) 866 (0.14%)
register 1.026 (11.20%) 9,465 (1.48%)
combinational 0.841 (9.18%) 8,946 (1.40%)
filler cell 23,961 (3.76%)
Act queue 0.112 (1.23%) 758 (0.12%)
PtrRead 1.807 (19.73%) 121,849 (19.10%)
SpmatRead 4.955 (54.11%) 469,412 (73.57%)
ArithmUnit 1.162 (12.68%) 3,110 (0.49%)
ActRW 1.122 (12.25%) 18,934 (2.97%)
filler cell 23,961 (3.76%)

Central Unit: I/O and Computing. In the I/O mode, all of
the PEs are idle while the activations and weights in every
PE can be accessed by a DMA connected with the Central
Unit. This is one time cost. In the Computing mode, the
CCU repeatedly collects a non-zero value from the LNZD
quadtree and broadcasts this value to all PEs. This process
continues until the input length is exceeded. By setting the
input length and starting address of pointer array, EIE is
instructed to execute different layers.

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Simulator, RTL and Layout. We implemented a custom
cycle-accurate C++ simulator for the accelerator aimed to
model the RTL behavior of synchronous circuits. Each
hardware module is abstracted as an object that implements
two abstract methods: propagate and update, corresponding
to combination logic and the flip-flop in RTL. The simulator
is used for design space exploration. It also serves as a
checker for RTL verification.

To measure the area, power and critical path delay, we
implemented the RTL of EIE in Verilog. The RTL is verified
against the cycle-accurate simulator. Then we synthesized
EIE using the Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) under the
TSMC 45nm GP standard VT library with worst case PVT
corner. We placed and routed the PE using the Synopsys IC
compiler (ICC). We used Cacti [25] to get SRAM area and
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Figure 6. Speedups of GPU, mobile GPU and EIE compared with CPU running uncompressed DNN model. There is no batching in all cases.
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Figure 7. Energy efficiency of GPU, mobile GPU and EIE compared with CPU running uncompressed DNN model. There is no batching in all cases.

corner. We placed and routed the PE using the Synopsys IC
compiler (ICC). We used Cacti [25] to get SRAM area and
energy numbers. We annotated the toggle rate from the RTL
simulation to the gate-level netlist, which was dumped to
switching activity interchange format (SAIF), and estimated
the power using Prime-Time PX.

Comparison Baseline. We compare EIE with three dif-
ferent off-the-shelf computing units: CPU, GPU and mobile
GPU.

1) CPU. We use Intel Core i-7 5930k CPU, a Haswell-E
class processor, that has been used in NVIDIA Digits Deep
Learning Dev Box as a CPU baseline. To run the benchmark
on CPU, we used MKL CBLAS GEMV to implement the
original dense model and MKL SPBLAS CSRMV for the
compressed sparse model. CPU socket and DRAM power
are as reported by the pcm-power utility provided by Intel.

2) GPU. We use NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X GPU,
a state-of-the-art GPU for deep learning as our baseline
using nvidia-smi utility to report the power. To run
the benchmark, we used cuBLAS GEMV to implement
the original dense layer. For the compressed sparse layer,
we stored the sparse matrix in in CSR format, and used
cuSPARSE CSRMV kernel, which is optimized for sparse
matrix-vector multiplication on GPUs.

3) Mobile GPU. We use NVIDIA Tegra K1 that has
192 CUDA cores as our mobile GPU baseline. We used
cuBLAS GEMV for the original dense model and cuS-
PARSE CSRMV for the compressed sparse model. Tegra K1
doesn’t have software interface to report power consumption,
so we measured the total power consumption with a power-
meter, then assumed 15% AC to DC conversion loss, 85%
regulator efficiency and 15% power consumed by peripheral
components [26], [27] to report the AP+DRAM power for
Tegra K1.

Benchmarks.
We compare the performance on two sets of models:

uncompressed DNN model and the compressed DNN model.

Table III
BENCHMARK FROM STATE-OF-THE-ART DNN MODELS

Layer Size Weight% Act% FLOP% Description

Alex-6 9216, 9% 35.1% 3% Compressed4096
AlexNet [1] forAlex-7 4096, 9% 35.3% 3% large scale image4096
classificationAlex-8 4096, 25% 37.5% 10%1000

VGG-6 25088, 4% 18.3% 1% Compressed4096 VGG-16 [3] for
VGG-7 4096, 4% 37.5% 2% large scale image4096 classification and
VGG-8 4096, 23% 41.1% 9% object detection1000

NT-We 4096, 10% 100% 10% Compressed
600 NeuralTalk [7]

NT-Wd 600, 11% 100% 11% with RNN and
8791 LSTM for

NTLSTM 1201, 10% 100% 11% automatic
2400 image captioning

The uncompressed DNN model is obtained from Caffe
model zoo [28] and NeuralTalk model zoo [7]; The com-
pressed DNN model is produced as described in [16], [23].
The benchmark networks have 9 layers in total obtained
from AlexNet, VGGNet, and NeuralTalk. We use the Image-
Net dataset [29] and the Caffe [28] deep learning framework
as golden model to verify the correctness of the hardware
design.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Figure 5 shows the layout (after place-and-route) of
an EIE processing element. The power/area breakdown is
shown in Table II. We brought the critical path delay down
to 1.15ns by introducing 4 pipeline stages to update one
activation: codebook lookup and address accumulation (in
parallel), output activation read and input activation multiply
(in parallel), shift and add, and output activation write. Ac-
tivation read and write access a local register and activation
bypassing is employed to avoid a pipeline hazard. Using
64 PEs running at 800MHz yields a performance of 102
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Figure 7. Energy efficiency of GPU, mobile GPU and EIE compared with CPU running uncompressed DNN model. There is no batching in all cases.

energy numbers. We annotated the toggle rate from the RTL
simulation to the gate-level netlist, which was dumped to
switching activity interchange format (SAIF), and estimated
the power using Prime-Time PX.

Comparison Baseline. We compare EIE with three dif-
ferent off-the-shelf computing units: CPU, GPU and mobile
GPU.

1) CPU. We use Intel Core i-7 5930k CPU, a Haswell-E
class processor, that has been used in NVIDIA Digits Deep
Learning Dev Box as a CPU baseline. To run the benchmark
on CPU, we used MKL CBLAS GEMV to implement the
original dense model and MKL SPBLAS CSRMV for the
compressed sparse model. CPU socket and DRAM power
are as reported by the pcm-power utility provided by Intel.

2) GPU. We use NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X GPU,
a state-of-the-art GPU for deep learning as our baseline
using nvidia-smi utility to report the power. To run
the benchmark, we used cuBLAS GEMV to implement
the original dense layer. For the compressed sparse layer,
we stored the sparse matrix in in CSR format, and used
cuSPARSE CSRMV kernel, which is optimized for sparse
matrix-vector multiplication on GPUs.

3) Mobile GPU. We use NVIDIA Tegra K1 that has
192 CUDA cores as our mobile GPU baseline. We used
cuBLAS GEMV for the original dense model and cuS-
PARSE CSRMV for the compressed sparse model. Tegra K1
doesn’t have software interface to report power consumption,
so we measured the total power consumption with a power-
meter, then assumed 15% AC to DC conversion loss, 85%
regulator efficiency and 15% power consumed by peripheral
components [26], [27] to report the AP+DRAM power for
Tegra K1.

Benchmarks. We compare the performance on two sets
of models: uncompressed DNN model and the compressed
DNN model. The uncompressed DNN model is obtained
from Caffe model zoo [28] and NeuralTalk model zoo [7];
The compressed DNN model is produced as described

Table III
BENCHMARK FROM STATE-OF-THE-ART DNN MODELS

Layer Size Weight% Act% FLOP% Description

Alex-6 9216, 9% 35.1% 3% Compressed4096
AlexNet [1] forAlex-7 4096, 9% 35.3% 3% large scale image4096
classificationAlex-8 4096, 25% 37.5% 10%1000

VGG-6 25088, 4% 18.3% 1% Compressed4096 VGG-16 [3] for
VGG-7 4096, 4% 37.5% 2% large scale image4096 classification and
VGG-8 4096, 23% 41.1% 9% object detection1000

NT-We 4096, 10% 100% 10% Compressed
600 NeuralTalk [7]

NT-Wd 600, 11% 100% 11% with RNN and
8791 LSTM for

NTLSTM 1201, 10% 100% 11% automatic
2400 image captioning

in [16], [23]. The benchmark networks have 9 layers in total
obtained from AlexNet, VGGNet, and NeuralTalk. We use
the Image-Net dataset [29] and the Caffe [28] deep learning
framework as golden model to verify the correctness of the
hardware design.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the layout (after place-and-route) of
an EIE processing element. The power/area breakdown is
shown in Table II. We brought the critical path delay down
to 1.15ns by introducing 4 pipeline stages to update one
activation: codebook lookup and address accumulation (in
parallel), output activation read and input activation multiply
(in parallel), shift and add, and output activation write. Ac-
tivation read and write access a local register and activation
bypassing is employed to avoid a pipeline hazard. Using
64 PEs running at 800MHz yields a performance of 102
GOP/s. Considering 10⇥ weight sparsity and 3⇥ activation
sparsity, this requires a dense DNN accelerator 3TOP/s to
have equivalent application throughput.

Sparse Matrix Read Unit. The sparse-matrix read unit
uses pointers pj and pj+1 to read the non-zero elements (if
any) of this PE’s slice of column Ij from the sparse-matrix
SRAM. Each entry in the SRAM is 8-bits in length and
contains one 4-bit element of v and one 4-bit element of x.

For efficiency (see Section VI) the PE’s slice of encoded
sparse matrix I is stored in a 64-bit-wide SRAM. Thus eight
entries are fetched on each SRAM read. The high 13 bits
of the current pointer p selects an SRAM row, and the low
3-bits select one of the eight entries in that row. A single
(v, x) entry is provided to the arithmetic unit each cycle.

Arithmetic Unit. The arithmetic unit receives a (v, x)
entry from the sparse matrix read unit and performs the
multiply-accumulate operation bx = bx + v ⇥ aj . Index
x is used to index an accumulator array (the destination
activation registers) while v is multiplied by the activation
value at the head of the activation queue. Because v is stored
in 4-bit encoded form, it is first expanded to a 16-bit fixed-
point number via a table look up. A bypass path is provided
to route the output of the adder to its input if the same
accumulator is selected on two adjacent cycles.

Activation Read/Write. The Activation Read/Write Unit
contains two activation register files that accommodate the
source and destination activation values respectively during
a single round of FC layer computation. The source and
destination register files exchange their role for next layer.
Thus no additional data transfer is needed to support multi-
layer feed-forward computation.

Each activation register file holds 64 16-bit activations.
This is sufficient to accommodate 4K activation vectors
across 64 PEs. Longer activation vectors can be accommo-
dated with the 2KB activation SRAM. When the activation
vector has a length greater than 4K, the M⇥V will be
completed in several batches, where each batch is of length
4K or less. All the local reduction is done in the register
file. The SRAM is read only at the beginning and written at
the end of the batch.

Distributed Leading Non-Zero Detection. Input acti-
vations are hierarchically distributed to each PE. To take
advantage of the input vector sparsity, we use leading non-
zero detection logic to select the first non-zero result. Each
group of 4 PEs does a local leading non-zero detection on
their input activation. The result is sent to a Leading Non-
zero Detection Node (LNZD Node) illustrated in Figure 4.
Each LNZD node finds the next non-zero activation across
its four children and sends this result up the quadtree. The
quadtree is arranged so that wire lengths remain constant as
we add PEs. At the root LNZD Node, the selected non-zero
activation is broadcast back to all the PEs via a separate
wire placed in an H-tree.

Central Control Unit. The Central Control Unit (CCU)
is the root LNZD Node. It communicates with the master,
for example a CPU, and monitors the state of every PE by
setting the control registers. There are two modes in the
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Figure 5. Layout of one PE in EIE under TSMC 45nm process.

Table II
THE IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS OF ONE PE IN EIE AND THE

BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENT TYPE (LINE 3-7), BY MODULE (LINE
8-13). THE CRITICAL PATH OF EIE IS 1.15 NS

Power (%) Area (%)(mW) (µm2)
Total 9.157 638,024
memory 5.416 (59.15%) 594,786 (93.22%)
clock network 1.874 (20.46%) 866 (0.14%)
register 1.026 (11.20%) 9,465 (1.48%)
combinational 0.841 (9.18%) 8,946 (1.40%)
filler cell 23,961 (3.76%)
Act queue 0.112 (1.23%) 758 (0.12%)
PtrRead 1.807 (19.73%) 121,849 (19.10%)
SpmatRead 4.955 (54.11%) 469,412 (73.57%)
ArithmUnit 1.162 (12.68%) 3,110 (0.49%)
ActRW 1.122 (12.25%) 18,934 (2.97%)
filler cell 23,961 (3.76%)

Central Unit: I/O and Computing. In the I/O mode, all of
the PEs are idle while the activations and weights in every
PE can be accessed by a DMA connected with the Central
Unit. This is one time cost. In the Computing mode, the
CCU repeatedly collects a non-zero value from the LNZD
quadtree and broadcasts this value to all PEs. This process
continues until the input length is exceeded. By setting the
input length and starting address of pointer array, EIE is
instructed to execute different layers.

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Simulator, RTL and Layout. We implemented a custom
cycle-accurate C++ simulator for the accelerator aimed to
model the RTL behavior of synchronous circuits. Each
hardware module is abstracted as an object that implements
two abstract methods: propagate and update, corresponding
to combination logic and the flip-flop in RTL. The simulator
is used for design space exploration. It also serves as a
checker for RTL verification.

To measure the area, power and critical path delay, we
implemented the RTL of EIE in Verilog. The RTL is verified
against the cycle-accurate simulator. Then we synthesized
EIE using the Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) under the
TSMC 45nm GP standard VT library with worst case PVT
corner. We placed and routed the PE using the Synopsys IC
compiler (ICC). We used Cacti [25] to get SRAM area and
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Load Balancing and Utilization

Table IV
WALL CLOCK TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN CPU, GPU, MOBILE GPU AND EIE. UNIT: µS

Platform Batch Matrix AlexNet VGG16 NT-
Size Type FC6 FC7 FC8 FC6 FC7 FC8 We Wd LSTM

CPU 1 dense 7516.2 6187.1 1134.9 35022.8 5372.8 774.2 605.0 1361.4 470.5

(Core sparse 3066.5 1282.1 890.5 3774.3 545.1 777.3 261.2 437.4 260.0

i7-5930k) 64 dense 318.4 188.9 45.8 1056.0 188.3 45.7 28.7 69.0 28.8
sparse 1417.6 682.1 407.7 1780.3 274.9 363.1 117.7 176.4 107.4

GPU 1 dense 541.5 243.0 80.5 1467.8 243.0 80.5 65 90.1 51.9

(Titan X)
sparse 134.8 65.8 54.6 167.0 39.8 48.0 17.7 41.1 18.5

64 dense 19.8 8.9 5.9 53.6 8.9 5.9 3.2 2.3 2.5
sparse 94.6 51.5 23.2 121.5 24.4 22.0 10.9 11.0 9.0

mGPU 1 dense 12437.2 5765.0 2252.1 35427.0 5544.3 2243.1 1316 2565.5 956.9

(Tegra K1)
sparse 2879.3 1256.5 837.0 4377.2 626.3 745.1 240.6 570.6 315

64 dense 1663.6 2056.8 298.0 2001.4 2050.7 483.9 87.8 956.3 95.2
sparse 4003.9 1372.8 576.7 8024.8 660.2 544.1 236.3 187.7 186.5

EIE Theoretical Time 28.1 11.7 8.9 28.1 7.9 7.3 5.2 13.0 6.5
Actual Time 30.3 12.2 9.9 34.4 8.7 8.4 8.0 13.9 7.5
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Figure 8. Load efficiency improves as FIFO size increases. When FIFO deepth>8, the marginal gain quickly diminishes. So we choose FIFO depth=8.

The total SRAM capacity (Spmat+Ptr+Act) of each EIE
PE is 162KB. The activation SRAM is 2KB storing ac-
tivations. The Spmat SRAM is 128KB storing the com-
pressed weights and indices. Each weight is 4bits, each
index is 4bits. Weights and indices are grouped to 8bits and
addressed together. The Spmat access width is optimized
at 64bits. The Ptr SRAM is 32KB storing the pointers in
the CSC format. In the steady state, both Spmat SRAM
and Ptr SRAM are accessed every 64/8 = 8 cycles. The
area and power is dominated by SRAM, the ratio is 93%
and 59% respectively. Each PE is 0.638mm

2 consuming
9.157mW . Each group of 4 PEs needs a LNZD unit for
nonzero detection. A total of 21 LNZD units are needed for
64 PEs (16+4+1 = 21). Synthesized result shows that one
LNZD unit takes only 0.023mW and an area of 189um2,
less than 0.3% of a PE.

A. Performance

We compare EIE against CPU, desktop GPU and the
mobile GPU on 9 benchmarks selected from AlexNet, VGG-
16 and Neural Talk. The overall results are shown in Fig-
ure 6. There are 7 columns for each benchmark, comparing
the computation time of EIE on compressed network over
CPU / GPU / TK1 on uncompressed / compressed network.
Time is normalized to CPU. EIE significantly outperforms
the general purpose hardware and is, on average, 189⇥, 13⇥,
307⇥ faster than CPU, GPU and mobile GPU respectively.

EIE’s theoretical computation time is calculated by divid-
ing workload GOPs by peak throughput. The actual compu-
tation time is around 10% more than the theoretical compu-
tation time due to load imbalance. In Fig. 6, the comparison
with CPU / GPU / TK1 is reported using actual computation

time. The wall clock time of CPU / GPU / TK1/ EIE for all
benchmarks are shown in Table IV.

EIE is targeting extremely latency-focused applications,
which require real-time inference. Since assembling a batch
adds significant amounts of latency, we consider the case
when batch size = 1 when benchmarking the performance
and energy efficiency with CPU and GPU as shown in
Figure 6. As a comparison, we also provided the result for
batch size = 64 in Table IV. EIE outperforms most of the
platforms and is comparable to desktop GPU in the batching
case.

The GOP/s required for EIE to achieve the same appli-
cation throughput (Frames/s) is much lower than competing
approaches because EIE exploits sparsity to eliminate 97%
of the GOP/s performed by dense approaches. 3 TOP/s on
an uncompressed network requires only 100 GOP/s on a
compressed network. EIE’s throughput is scalable to over
256 PEs. Without EIE’s dedicated logic, however, model
compression by itself applied on a CPU/GPU yields only
3⇥ speedup.

B. Energy

In Figure 7, we report the energy efficiency comparisons
of M⇥V on different benchmarks. There are 7 columns
for each benchmark, comparing the energy efficiency of
EIE on compressed network over CPU / GPU / TK1 on
uncompressed / compressed network. Energy is obtained by
multiplying computation time and total measured power as
described in section V.

EIE consumes on average, 24, 000⇥, 3, 400⇥, and
2, 700⇥ less energy compared to CPU, GPU and the mobile
GPU respectively. This is a 3-order of magnitude energy sav-

• Imbalanced non-zeros among PEs degrades system utilization. 
• This load imbalance could be solved by FIFO. 
• With FIFO depth=8, ALU utilization is > 80%.
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Accelerating Recurrent Neural Networks

Lecture 10 - 8 Feb 2016Fei-Fei Li & Andrej Karpathy & Justin JohnsonFei-Fei Li & Andrej Karpathy & Justin Johnson Lecture 10 - 8 Feb 201651

Explain Images with Multimodal Recurrent Neural Networks, Mao et al.
Deep Visual-Semantic Alignments for Generating Image Descriptions, Karpathy and Fei-Fei
Show and Tell: A Neural Image Caption Generator, Vinyals et al.
Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Networks for Visual Recognition and Description, Donahue et al.
Learning a Recurrent Visual Representation for Image Caption Generation, Chen and Zitnick

Image Captioning

speech recognition image caption

visual question answeringmachine translation
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—— Norm Jouppi

“If people use Google voice search for just three minutes a day and we ran deep 
neural nets for our speech recognition system on the processing units we were using, 
we would have had to double the number of Google data centers!”
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Load Balance Aware Pruning: Same Accuracy
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Network GPU CPU ESE

Dense Sparse Dense Sparse Sparse

Latency 240us 287us 6017us 3569us 82.7us

Power 202W 136W 111W 38W 41W

Speedup 1x 0.84x 0.04x 0.07x 3x

Energy Efficiency 1x 1.25x 0.07x 0.36x 14x

Speedup and Energy Efficiency

Table 6: ESE Resource Utilization.

LUT LUTRAM1 FF BRAM1 DSP
Avail. 331,680 146,880 663,360 1,080 2,760
Used 293,920 69,939 453,068 947 1,504
Utili. 88.6% 47.6% 68.3% 87.7% 54.5%
1 LUTRAM is 64b each, BRAM is 36Kb each.
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Figure 13: FIFO improves load balancing and de-

creases latency. The ALU utilization is more than

90% when FIFO depth is 8 for load balancing.

6.2 Resource Utilization
Table 6 shows the resource utilization for our ESE design

configured with 32 channels and each channel has 32 PEs on
XCKU060 FPGA. The ESE accelerator design almost fully
utilizes the FPGA’s hardware resource.

We configure each channel with 32 PEs, which is deter-
mined by balancing computation and data transfer. It is
required that the speed of data transfer is no less than that
of computation in order not to starve the DSP. As a result,
we get equation 8. The expression to the left of the equal
sign means that the amount of computations is divided by
the computation speed. Multiplied by 2 in the numerator
part means each data need multiplication and accumulation
operations, and that in the denominator part indicates twice
multiply-accumulate operations for 2 bytes (16-bit). ESE
implements the multiply-accumulate operation in a pipeline
manner. The expression to the right represents the cycles
that ESE fetch the required amount of data from external
memory. In our hardware implementation, both the frequen-
cies of PE and memory interface controller are 200MHz. The
width of external DRAM is 512-bit. Therefore, the proper
number of PEs per channel is 32.

data size⇥ compress ratio⇥ 2
PE num⇥ 2⇥ freq PE

� data size⇥ compress ratio⇥ 16bit
ddr width⇥ freq ddr

(8)

FIFO Depth. ESE uses FIFO to decouple the PEs and
solves load imbalance problem. Load imbalance here means
the number of non-zero weight assigned to every PE is dif-
ferent. The FIFO for each PE reduces the waiting time for
PEs with fewer computations. We adjust the cache depth
to investigate its e↵ect. The FIFO width is 16-bit, and its
depth is set 1, 4, 8, 16 respectively. In Fig.13, when there’s
FIFO depth is one (no FIFO), the utilization, which is de-
fined as busy cycle divided by total cycles, is low (80%) due
to load imbalance. When the FIFO depth is 4, the utiliza-
tion is above 90%. When FIFO depth is increased to 8 and
16, the utilization increased but has a marginal gain. Thus
we chose the FIFO depth to be 8. Note that even when the
FIFO depth is 8, the last matrix (Wym) still has low uti-
lization. This is because that matrix has very few rows and
each PE has few elements, and thus the FIFO cannot fully
solve this problem for this matrix.

Table 7: Power consumption of di↵erent platforms.

Platform CPU CPU GPU GPU ESE
Dense Sparse Dense Sparse

Power 111W 38W 202W 136W 41W

Figure 14: Measured at the socket, the total power

consumption of the machine with FPGA fully loaded

is 132W. Without FPGA the idle machine consumes

91W. Subtracting the two, ESE consumes 41W.

6.3 Accuracy, Speed, and Energy Efficiency
We evaluate the trade-o↵ between accuracy and speedup

of ESE in Fig.15. The speedup increases as more parame-
ters get pruned away. The sparse model which is pruned to
10% achieved 6.2⇥ speedup over the dense baseline model.
Comparing the red and green line, we find that load-balance-
aware pruning improves the speedup from 5.5⇥ to 6.2⇥.
We measured power consumption of CPU, GPU and ESE.

CPU power is measured by the pcm-power utility. GPU
power is measured with nvidia-smi utility. We measure
the power consumption of ESE by taking di↵erence with /
without the FPGA board installed. ESE takes 41 watts;
CPU takes 111 watts(38 watts when using MKLSparse),
GPU takes 202 watts (136 watts when using cuSparse).
The performance comparison of LSTM on ESE, CPU,

and GPU is shown in Table 8. The CPU implementation
used MKL BLAS and MKL SPBLAS for dense/sparse im-
plementation, and the GPU implementation used cuBlas
and cuSparse. We optimized the CPU/GPU speed by com-
bining the four matrices of i, f, o, c gates that have no
dependency into one large matrix. Both mklSparse and
cuSparse implementation observed significant lower utiliza-
tion of peak CPU/GPU performance for the interested ma-
trix size (relatively small) and sparsity (around 10% non-
zeros). We implement the whole LSTM on ESE. The model
is pruned to 10% non-zeros. There are 11.2% non-zeros tak-
ing padding zeros into account. On ESE, the total through-
put is 282 GOPS with the sparse LSTM, which corresponds
to 2.52 TOPS on the dense LSTM. Processing the LSTM
with 1024 hidden elements, ESE takes 82.7 us, CPU takes
6017.3/3569.9 us (dense/sparse), and GPU takes 240.2/287.4
us (dense/sparse). With batch=32, CPU sparse is faster
than dense because CPU is good at serial processing, while
GPU sparse is slower than dense because GPU is through-
put oriented. With no batching, we observed both CPU and
GPU are faster for the sparse LSTM because the saving of
memory bandwidth is more salient.
Performance wise, ESE is 43⇥ faster than CPU 3⇥ faster

than GPU. Considering both performance and power con-
sumption, ESE is 197.0⇥/40.0⇥ (dense/sparse) more energy

Resource Utilization on Xilinx KU060 FPGA @200MHz
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Platforms GPU  
(Pascal TitanX)

CPU  
(Core i7-5930k)

ESE 
(Xilinx KU060)

Latency 240us 6017us 82.7us

Power 202W 111W 41W

Speedup 1x 0.04x 3x

Energy Efficiency 1x 0.07x 14x

Speedup and Energy Efficiency

Table 6: ESE Resource Utilization.

LUT LUTRAM1 FF BRAM1 DSP
Avail. 331,680 146,880 663,360 1,080 2,760
Used 293,920 69,939 453,068 947 1,504
Utili. 88.6% 47.6% 68.3% 87.7% 54.5%
1 LUTRAM is 64b each, BRAM is 36Kb each.
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Figure 13: FIFO improves load balancing and de-

creases latency. The ALU utilization is more than

90% when FIFO depth is 8 for load balancing.

6.2 Resource Utilization
Table 6 shows the resource utilization for our ESE design

configured with 32 channels and each channel has 32 PEs on
XCKU060 FPGA. The ESE accelerator design almost fully
utilizes the FPGA’s hardware resource.

We configure each channel with 32 PEs, which is deter-
mined by balancing computation and data transfer. It is
required that the speed of data transfer is no less than that
of computation in order not to starve the DSP. As a result,
we get equation 8. The expression to the left of the equal
sign means that the amount of computations is divided by
the computation speed. Multiplied by 2 in the numerator
part means each data need multiplication and accumulation
operations, and that in the denominator part indicates twice
multiply-accumulate operations for 2 bytes (16-bit). ESE
implements the multiply-accumulate operation in a pipeline
manner. The expression to the right represents the cycles
that ESE fetch the required amount of data from external
memory. In our hardware implementation, both the frequen-
cies of PE and memory interface controller are 200MHz. The
width of external DRAM is 512-bit. Therefore, the proper
number of PEs per channel is 32.

data size⇥ compress ratio⇥ 2
PE num⇥ 2⇥ freq PE

� data size⇥ compress ratio⇥ 16bit
ddr width⇥ freq ddr

(8)

FIFO Depth. ESE uses FIFO to decouple the PEs and
solves load imbalance problem. Load imbalance here means
the number of non-zero weight assigned to every PE is dif-
ferent. The FIFO for each PE reduces the waiting time for
PEs with fewer computations. We adjust the cache depth
to investigate its e↵ect. The FIFO width is 16-bit, and its
depth is set 1, 4, 8, 16 respectively. In Fig.13, when there’s
FIFO depth is one (no FIFO), the utilization, which is de-
fined as busy cycle divided by total cycles, is low (80%) due
to load imbalance. When the FIFO depth is 4, the utiliza-
tion is above 90%. When FIFO depth is increased to 8 and
16, the utilization increased but has a marginal gain. Thus
we chose the FIFO depth to be 8. Note that even when the
FIFO depth is 8, the last matrix (Wym) still has low uti-
lization. This is because that matrix has very few rows and
each PE has few elements, and thus the FIFO cannot fully
solve this problem for this matrix.

Table 7: Power consumption of di↵erent platforms.

Platform CPU CPU GPU GPU ESE
Dense Sparse Dense Sparse

Power 111W 38W 202W 136W 41W

Figure 14: Measured at the socket, the total power

consumption of the machine with FPGA fully loaded

is 132W. Without FPGA the idle machine consumes

91W. Subtracting the two, ESE consumes 41W.

6.3 Accuracy, Speed, and Energy Efficiency
We evaluate the trade-o↵ between accuracy and speedup

of ESE in Fig.15. The speedup increases as more parame-
ters get pruned away. The sparse model which is pruned to
10% achieved 6.2⇥ speedup over the dense baseline model.
Comparing the red and green line, we find that load-balance-
aware pruning improves the speedup from 5.5⇥ to 6.2⇥.
We measured power consumption of CPU, GPU and ESE.

CPU power is measured by the pcm-power utility. GPU
power is measured with nvidia-smi utility. We measure
the power consumption of ESE by taking di↵erence with /
without the FPGA board installed. ESE takes 41 watts;
CPU takes 111 watts(38 watts when using MKLSparse),
GPU takes 202 watts (136 watts when using cuSparse).
The performance comparison of LSTM on ESE, CPU,

and GPU is shown in Table 8. The CPU implementation
used MKL BLAS and MKL SPBLAS for dense/sparse im-
plementation, and the GPU implementation used cuBlas
and cuSparse. We optimized the CPU/GPU speed by com-
bining the four matrices of i, f, o, c gates that have no
dependency into one large matrix. Both mklSparse and
cuSparse implementation observed significant lower utiliza-
tion of peak CPU/GPU performance for the interested ma-
trix size (relatively small) and sparsity (around 10% non-
zeros). We implement the whole LSTM on ESE. The model
is pruned to 10% non-zeros. There are 11.2% non-zeros tak-
ing padding zeros into account. On ESE, the total through-
put is 282 GOPS with the sparse LSTM, which corresponds
to 2.52 TOPS on the dense LSTM. Processing the LSTM
with 1024 hidden elements, ESE takes 82.7 us, CPU takes
6017.3/3569.9 us (dense/sparse), and GPU takes 240.2/287.4
us (dense/sparse). With batch=32, CPU sparse is faster
than dense because CPU is good at serial processing, while
GPU sparse is slower than dense because GPU is through-
put oriented. With no batching, we observed both CPU and
GPU are faster for the sparse LSTM because the saving of
memory bandwidth is more salient.
Performance wise, ESE is 43⇥ faster than CPU 3⇥ faster

than GPU. Considering both performance and power con-
sumption, ESE is 197.0⇥/40.0⇥ (dense/sparse) more energy

Resource Utilization on Xilinx KU060 FPGA @200MHz
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Sparse Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (SpMM)
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for m in range(M):
for n in range(N):
for k in A[m].nonzeros:
C[m][n] = A[m][k] * B[k][n]
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A[1].nonzeros = [0, 1]
…
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C[m][n] = A[m][k] * B[k][n]
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Sparse Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (SpMM)
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CSR Format for Sparse Matrices

X
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C D

E F

G

H I J

K L M

0 2 4 6 7 10 13

Row Pointer

2 3 0 1 2 4 3 …

Column Indices

A B C D E F G …

Values

Because there is no element before the current row.

A[0].nonzeros 
= [2, 3]

Nonzero values for row 0
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CSR Format for Sparse Matrices
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Row Pointer

2 3 0 1 2 4 3 …
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Because there are two elements before the current row.

A[1].nonzeros 
= [0, 1]

Nonzero values for row 1
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X

A B

C D

E F

G

H I J

K L M

0 2 4 6 7 10 13

Row Pointer

2 3 0 1 2 4 3 …

Column Indices

A B C D E F G …

Values

Because there are four elements before the current row.

A[2].nonzeros 
= [2, 4]

Nonzero values for row 2
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X

A B

C D

E F

G

H I J

K L M

0 2 4 6 7 10 13

Row Pointer

2 3 0 1 2 4 3 …

Column Indices

A B C D E F G …

Values

Because there are six elements before the current row.

A[3].nonzeros 
= [3]

Nonzero values for row 3
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Abstract—Scientific workloads have traditionally exploited
high levels of sparsity to accelerate computation and reduce
memory requirements. While deep neural networks can be made
sparse, achieving practical speedups on GPUs is difficult because
these applications have relatively moderate levels of sparsity
that are not sufficient for existing sparse kernels to outperform
their dense counterparts. In this work, we study sparse matrices
from deep learning applications and identify favorable properties
that can be exploited to accelerate computation. Based on these
insights, we develop high-performance GPU kernels for two
sparse matrix operations widely applicable in neural networks:
sparse matrix–dense matrix multiplication and sampled dense–
dense matrix multiplication. Our kernels reach 27% of single-
precision peak on Nvidia V100 GPUs. Using our kernels, we
demonstrate sparse Transformer and MobileNet models that
achieve 1.2–2.1⇥ speedups and up to 12.8⇥ memory savings
without sacrificing accuracy.

Index Terms—Neural networks, sparse matrices, graphics
processing units

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural network architectures are composed of large,
dense matrices used in matrix multiplication and convolutions
[1], [2]. These matrices can be made sparse with little to no
loss in model quality, leading to models that are more efficient
in terms of both the floating-point operations (FLOPs) and
parameters required to achieve a given accuracy [3]–[6].

The most common use of sparsity in deep neural networks
is to accelerate inference. In addition to the standard training
procedure, a sparsification algorithm is applied to produce a
neural network where a high fraction of the weights are zero-
valued [3], [7]–[9]. The weight matrices can then be stored in
a compressed format, and sparse linear algebra kernels can be
used to accelerate computation. In the context of generative
models, sparsity has been applied to reduce the computational
requirements of self-attention in Transformer architectures [6],
[10], [11]. In addition to these applications, sparsity can be
exploited to achieve higher predictive accuracy by training a
larger, sparse model for a fixed computational cost [12]–[14].
To make training large sparse models feasible, all computation
during training needs to operate directly on the compressed
sparse representation of the model’s weights.

The potential applications of sparsity in deep learning are
numerous. However, it is difficult to realize the benefits of
sparsity in real applications due to the lack of efficient kernels
for core sparse matrix computations like sparse matrix–matrix
multiplication (SpMM) and sampled dense–dense matrix mul-
tiplication (SDDMM) on accelerators like GPUs.

Fig. 1. Sparse matrix–matrix multiplication runtime for a weight-sparse
long short-term memory network problem. Input size 8192, hidden size
2048, and batch size 128 in single-precision on an Nvidia V100 GPU with
CUDA 10.1. Using our approach, sparse computation exceeds the performance
of dense at as low as 71% sparsity. Existing vendor libraries require 14⇥ fewer
non-zeros to achieve the same performance. This work enables speedups for
all problems in the highlighted region.

On parallel architectures, the performance of sparse linear
algebra kernels can vary drastically with properties of the
sparse matrix such as the topology of nonzero values and level
of sparsity. Existing GPU kernels for sparse linear algebra are
primarily optimized for scientific applications, where matrices
are extremely (99%+) sparse. With the relatively moderate
levels of sparsity found in deep neural networks, these kernels
are not able to outperform their dense counterparts.

To address this issue, structure can be enforced on the
topology of nonzeros such that nonzero values are grouped
into blocks [12]–[14]. While this approach is able to recover
much of the performance achieved by dense computation, the
constraint on the location of nonzeros can significantly degrade
model quality relative to unstructured sparsity [14]–[16].

In this work, we develop an approach for computing SpMM
and SDDMM on GPUs which is targeted specifically at deep
learning applications. Our approach operates directly on the
standard compressed sparse row (CSR) format and does not
enforce any structure on the topology of nonzero values. We
make the following specific contributions:

• We conduct a large-scale study of sparse matrices found
in deep learning and identify favorable properties that can
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Deep Learning workloads typically have 40-90% sparsity

Fig. 2. Properties of sparse matrices from scientific computing and deep learning applications. Histograms are partially transparent to show overlapping
regions. On average, deep learning matrices are 13.4⇥ less sparse, have 2.3⇥ longer rows, and have 25⇥ less variation in row length within a matrix.

be exploited to accelerate sparse computation.
• We introduce a 1-dimensional tiling scheme for de-

composing the computation across processing elements
that facilitates reuse of operands and lends itself to an
extensible implementation.

• We develop two techniques, subwarp tiling and reverse-
offset memory alignment, that enable the use of vector
memory instructions on misaligned memory addresses in
sparse data structures.

• We introduce row swizzle load balancing, an approach for
load balancing computation between processing elements
that is decoupled from the parallelization scheme.

On a large dataset of sparse matrices taken from state-of-
the-art deep neural networks, we demonstrate geometric mean
speedups of 3.58⇥ and 2.19⇥ over Nvidia cuSPARSE for
SpMM and SDDMM respectively on Nvidia V100 GPUs.
On the top performing problems, our kernels reach 27%
of single-precision peak. Using our kernels, we demonstrate
sparse Transformer and MobileNet models that achieve 1.2–
2.1⇥ end-to-end speedups and 12.8⇥ reductions in memory
usage while matching the accuracy of their dense counterparts.
Our code is open-source and available at https://github.com/
google-research/sputnik

II. SPARSE MATRICES IN DEEP LEARNING

To understand the properties of sparse matrices in deep
learning, we constructed a dataset of sparse deep neural
network weight matrices from the large-scale study of [17].
The dataset is composed of ResNet-50 [1] and Transformer
[2] models trained on ImageNet [18] and WMT14 English-to-
German [19] respectively, and includes models trained with
four different algorithms for inducing sparsity in neural net-
works. For Transformer, we limit our analysis to models that
achieve above 20 BLEU on the WMT14 English-German test
set. For ResNet-50, we include models that achieve over 70%
top-1 accuracy on the ImageNet validation set. In total, the
collection includes 3,012 matrices from 49 different models.

Our analysis focuses on three properties of the matrices: row
length (in number of nonzeros) coefficient of variation (CoV),
average row length, and sparsity. The CoV of a matrix’s row
lengths is the standard deviation of the row lengths divided
by their mean. A high CoV is indicative of load imbalance

across the rows of a sparse matrix. The average row length
captures the average amount of work that will be done on each
row of the sparse matrix. Longer row lengths are desirable
as startup overhead and one-time costs can be amortized
over more useful work. Sparsity measures the fraction of
values that are zero valued in a matrix. Depending on the
implementation, lower sparsity levels can be useful to increase
the likelihood that nonzero values in different rows fall into
the same columns, opening up opportunities for the reuse of
operands through caches.

We contrast the properties of deep learning workloads
with matrices from the SuiteSparse Matrix Collection [20],
which is made up of 2,833 sparse matrices from a wide
range of scientific workloads including circuit simulations,
computational fluid dynamics, quantum chemistry, and more.

A. Results & Analysis
Statistics for our corpus of deep learning matrices and the

SuiteSparse Matrix Collection are plotted in Figure 2. The
difference between sparse matrices from scientific workloads
and those from deep learning is considerable: on average, deep
learning matrices are 13.4⇥ less sparse, have 2.3⇥ longer
rows, and have 25⇥ less variation in row length within a
matrix. We find it likely that these differences are primarily
driven by the desire to maintain high accuracy, which requires
deep neural networks with a large number of parameters.
This in turn leads to a higher number of nonzeros per row
and a lower CoV, which is inversely proportional to average
row length. For each of the metrics that we studied, deep
learning matrices exhibit favorable properties that we can take
advantage of to accelerate sparse matrix computations.

III. GRAPHICS PROCESSING UNITS BACKGROUND

This section provides a basic description GPU architecture
and terminology. Our implementation is written in CUDA and
thus we opt for the terminology used by Nvidia.

GPUs are made up of an array of streaming multiprocessors
(SMs) and GPU kernels are made up of threads that are
grouped into sets of 32 called warps. Warps are grouped
into larger sets of threads called thread blocks. The set of
thread blocks that make up a kernel is called a grid. When
a kernel is launched to the GPU for execution, each thread

Deep learning workloads typically have lower 
sparsity than graphs. It is harder for libraries 

like cuSPARSE to accelerate them.
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Hierarchical One-Dimensional Tiling

Fig. 3. Hierarchical decomposition of SpMM with 1-dimensional tiling. Visualized with 4 warps in a thread block and 4 threads in a warp for brevity. In
each level of the decomposition, matrix A is a sparse matrix stored in compressed-sparse row format, marked in green and shown on the left. Matrix B is
dense, marked in blue and shown on top of the output matrix. The output matrix C is dense, marked in orange and shown in the bottom right of each level.
The dark regions at each level denote data used by the following level. Far Left: Each thread block computes a 1-dimensional tile of the output matrix. All
values from the row of sparse matrix A are needed by all threads. We use all threads in the thread block to collaboratively load values and indices from A to
shared memory where they can be quickly accessed for computation. For each column index loaded from A, the thread block will load a contiguous vector
from matrix B (marked with dark blue horizontal stripes). Center Left - Far Right: Threads process independent outputs and thus need disjoint subsets of
columns from dense matrix B. Each thread loads the values from B needed to compute it’s outputs and stores them in thread-local registers.

block is scheduled onto an SM. A wave of thread blocks is
a set of thread blocks that run concurrently on the GPU [21].
All threads within a thread block can communicate through
fast, programmer-managed, shared memory that is local to the
SM. All threads also have access to thread-local registers. The
number of thread blocks that execute concurrently on an SM is
referred to as the occupancy of the kernel. Higher occupancy is
typically desirable, as thread-level parallelism can be exploited
to hide the latency of memory and arithmetic operations. GPUs
have a large but high-latency global memory that is accessible
to all SMs, an L2 cache that is shared by all SMs, and L1
caches that are local to each SM. When a warp of threads
access global memory, GPUs try to coalesce the accesses into
as few transactions as possible.

IV. SPARSE MATRIX COMPUTATION

This section explains the operations implemented by our
SpMM and SDDMM kernels.

A. Sparse Matrix–Matrix Multiplication Operation
Our SpMM kernel implements the computation AB)C,

where A is sparse and stored in the standard compressed
sparse row (CSR) format. In the following sections, we refer
to matrices A, B and C as the sparse matrix, dense matrix,
and output matrix respectively.

B. Sampled Dense–Dense Matrix Multiplication Operation
The SDDMM operation is defined as AB � C)D, where

C and D are sparse and � denotes the element-wise product
of two matrices [22], [23]. Thanks to the element-wise scaling
with a sparse matrix, dot-products for zero-valued locations of
the output can be skipped to accelerate computation.

In sparse deep neural networks, SDDMM is necessary for a
number of key computations. For example, in a weight sparse
neural network the forward pass computes WX)Y , where W

is sparse. In the backward pass, the gradient w.r.t. the sparse
weights is computed as �Y XT � I[W ])�W , where I[W ]
is an indicator function that returns 1 in the location of the
nonzero values of the sparse matrix W . Transformer models
with sparse attention similarly compute QKT�I[Y ])Z in the
forward pass, where Q and K are the query and key inputs to
the attention mechanism respectively and Y is a sparse matrix
that describes the connectivity of the attention mechanism.

These computations differ from the strict definition of
SDDMM in two ways. First, they do not require the element-
wise scaling by the sparse matrix values. Secondly, the B input
operand to the SDDMM is typically transposed. With these ap-
plications in mind, our SDDMM implements the computation
ABT � I[C])D. While we specialize to the computation that
arises in deep learning, we note that our approach is easily
extensible to the general SDDMM computation 1.

C. Data Organization
To enable coalesced memory accesses into all input and

output matrices, we store dense matrices in row-major layout
and sparse matrices in CSR format [24]–[26]. We note that
computing SpMM as BA)C, where A is the sparse matrix
stored in compressed sparse column format and B and C are
stored column-major would be equally efficient.

V. SPARSE MATRIX–MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

This section details the design of our SpMM kernel.

A. Hierarchical 1-Dimensional Tiling
Our scheme for SpMM on GPU is diagrammed in Figure

3 and presented in CUDA pseudo-code in Figure 4. The
decomposition follows a row-splitting scheme [26], with one

1Element-wise scaling adds 1 load and 1 multiply instruction prior to stor-
ing the output. Non-transposed right-hand operand makes memory accesses
trivially coalesced and simplifies the kernel relative to the transposed case.

Dark color: calculated by the next level of tiling hierarchy.
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Hierarchical One-Dimensional Tiling

Fig. 3. Hierarchical decomposition of SpMM with 1-dimensional tiling. Visualized with 4 warps in a thread block and 4 threads in a warp for brevity. In
each level of the decomposition, matrix A is a sparse matrix stored in compressed-sparse row format, marked in green and shown on the left. Matrix B is
dense, marked in blue and shown on top of the output matrix. The output matrix C is dense, marked in orange and shown in the bottom right of each level.
The dark regions at each level denote data used by the following level. Far Left: Each thread block computes a 1-dimensional tile of the output matrix. All
values from the row of sparse matrix A are needed by all threads. We use all threads in the thread block to collaboratively load values and indices from A to
shared memory where they can be quickly accessed for computation. For each column index loaded from A, the thread block will load a contiguous vector
from matrix B (marked with dark blue horizontal stripes). Center Left - Far Right: Threads process independent outputs and thus need disjoint subsets of
columns from dense matrix B. Each thread loads the values from B needed to compute it’s outputs and stores them in thread-local registers.

block is scheduled onto an SM. A wave of thread blocks is
a set of thread blocks that run concurrently on the GPU [21].
All threads within a thread block can communicate through
fast, programmer-managed, shared memory that is local to the
SM. All threads also have access to thread-local registers. The
number of thread blocks that execute concurrently on an SM is
referred to as the occupancy of the kernel. Higher occupancy is
typically desirable, as thread-level parallelism can be exploited
to hide the latency of memory and arithmetic operations. GPUs
have a large but high-latency global memory that is accessible
to all SMs, an L2 cache that is shared by all SMs, and L1
caches that are local to each SM. When a warp of threads
access global memory, GPUs try to coalesce the accesses into
as few transactions as possible.

IV. SPARSE MATRIX COMPUTATION

This section explains the operations implemented by our
SpMM and SDDMM kernels.

A. Sparse Matrix–Matrix Multiplication Operation
Our SpMM kernel implements the computation AB)C,

where A is sparse and stored in the standard compressed
sparse row (CSR) format. In the following sections, we refer
to matrices A, B and C as the sparse matrix, dense matrix,
and output matrix respectively.

B. Sampled Dense–Dense Matrix Multiplication Operation
The SDDMM operation is defined as AB � C)D, where

C and D are sparse and � denotes the element-wise product
of two matrices [22], [23]. Thanks to the element-wise scaling
with a sparse matrix, dot-products for zero-valued locations of
the output can be skipped to accelerate computation.

In sparse deep neural networks, SDDMM is necessary for a
number of key computations. For example, in a weight sparse
neural network the forward pass computes WX)Y , where W

is sparse. In the backward pass, the gradient w.r.t. the sparse
weights is computed as �Y XT � I[W ])�W , where I[W ]
is an indicator function that returns 1 in the location of the
nonzero values of the sparse matrix W . Transformer models
with sparse attention similarly compute QKT�I[Y ])Z in the
forward pass, where Q and K are the query and key inputs to
the attention mechanism respectively and Y is a sparse matrix
that describes the connectivity of the attention mechanism.

These computations differ from the strict definition of
SDDMM in two ways. First, they do not require the element-
wise scaling by the sparse matrix values. Secondly, the B input
operand to the SDDMM is typically transposed. With these ap-
plications in mind, our SDDMM implements the computation
ABT � I[C])D. While we specialize to the computation that
arises in deep learning, we note that our approach is easily
extensible to the general SDDMM computation 1.

C. Data Organization
To enable coalesced memory accesses into all input and

output matrices, we store dense matrices in row-major layout
and sparse matrices in CSR format [24]–[26]. We note that
computing SpMM as BA)C, where A is the sparse matrix
stored in compressed sparse column format and B and C are
stored column-major would be equally efficient.

V. SPARSE MATRIX–MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

This section details the design of our SpMM kernel.

A. Hierarchical 1-Dimensional Tiling
Our scheme for SpMM on GPU is diagrammed in Figure

3 and presented in CUDA pseudo-code in Figure 4. The
decomposition follows a row-splitting scheme [26], with one

1Element-wise scaling adds 1 load and 1 multiply instruction prior to stor-
ing the output. Non-transposed right-hand operand makes memory accesses
trivially coalesced and simplifies the kernel relative to the transposed case.

Dark color: calculated by the next level of tiling hierarchy.
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Hierarchical One-Dimensional Tiling

Fig. 3. Hierarchical decomposition of SpMM with 1-dimensional tiling. Visualized with 4 warps in a thread block and 4 threads in a warp for brevity. In
each level of the decomposition, matrix A is a sparse matrix stored in compressed-sparse row format, marked in green and shown on the left. Matrix B is
dense, marked in blue and shown on top of the output matrix. The output matrix C is dense, marked in orange and shown in the bottom right of each level.
The dark regions at each level denote data used by the following level. Far Left: Each thread block computes a 1-dimensional tile of the output matrix. All
values from the row of sparse matrix A are needed by all threads. We use all threads in the thread block to collaboratively load values and indices from A to
shared memory where they can be quickly accessed for computation. For each column index loaded from A, the thread block will load a contiguous vector
from matrix B (marked with dark blue horizontal stripes). Center Left - Far Right: Threads process independent outputs and thus need disjoint subsets of
columns from dense matrix B. Each thread loads the values from B needed to compute it’s outputs and stores them in thread-local registers.

block is scheduled onto an SM. A wave of thread blocks is
a set of thread blocks that run concurrently on the GPU [21].
All threads within a thread block can communicate through
fast, programmer-managed, shared memory that is local to the
SM. All threads also have access to thread-local registers. The
number of thread blocks that execute concurrently on an SM is
referred to as the occupancy of the kernel. Higher occupancy is
typically desirable, as thread-level parallelism can be exploited
to hide the latency of memory and arithmetic operations. GPUs
have a large but high-latency global memory that is accessible
to all SMs, an L2 cache that is shared by all SMs, and L1
caches that are local to each SM. When a warp of threads
access global memory, GPUs try to coalesce the accesses into
as few transactions as possible.

IV. SPARSE MATRIX COMPUTATION

This section explains the operations implemented by our
SpMM and SDDMM kernels.

A. Sparse Matrix–Matrix Multiplication Operation
Our SpMM kernel implements the computation AB)C,

where A is sparse and stored in the standard compressed
sparse row (CSR) format. In the following sections, we refer
to matrices A, B and C as the sparse matrix, dense matrix,
and output matrix respectively.

B. Sampled Dense–Dense Matrix Multiplication Operation
The SDDMM operation is defined as AB � C)D, where

C and D are sparse and � denotes the element-wise product
of two matrices [22], [23]. Thanks to the element-wise scaling
with a sparse matrix, dot-products for zero-valued locations of
the output can be skipped to accelerate computation.

In sparse deep neural networks, SDDMM is necessary for a
number of key computations. For example, in a weight sparse
neural network the forward pass computes WX)Y , where W

is sparse. In the backward pass, the gradient w.r.t. the sparse
weights is computed as �Y XT � I[W ])�W , where I[W ]
is an indicator function that returns 1 in the location of the
nonzero values of the sparse matrix W . Transformer models
with sparse attention similarly compute QKT�I[Y ])Z in the
forward pass, where Q and K are the query and key inputs to
the attention mechanism respectively and Y is a sparse matrix
that describes the connectivity of the attention mechanism.

These computations differ from the strict definition of
SDDMM in two ways. First, they do not require the element-
wise scaling by the sparse matrix values. Secondly, the B input
operand to the SDDMM is typically transposed. With these ap-
plications in mind, our SDDMM implements the computation
ABT � I[C])D. While we specialize to the computation that
arises in deep learning, we note that our approach is easily
extensible to the general SDDMM computation 1.

C. Data Organization
To enable coalesced memory accesses into all input and

output matrices, we store dense matrices in row-major layout
and sparse matrices in CSR format [24]–[26]. We note that
computing SpMM as BA)C, where A is the sparse matrix
stored in compressed sparse column format and B and C are
stored column-major would be equally efficient.

V. SPARSE MATRIX–MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

This section details the design of our SpMM kernel.

A. Hierarchical 1-Dimensional Tiling
Our scheme for SpMM on GPU is diagrammed in Figure

3 and presented in CUDA pseudo-code in Figure 4. The
decomposition follows a row-splitting scheme [26], with one

1Element-wise scaling adds 1 load and 1 multiply instruction prior to stor-
ing the output. Non-transposed right-hand operand makes memory accesses
trivially coalesced and simplifies the kernel relative to the transposed case.

Dark color: calculated by the next level of tiling hierarchy.
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key difference: rather than mapping a thread block to an
entire row of the output matrix, we shard the output into 1-
dimensional tiles and map independent thread blocks to each.

The motivation for this approach stems from the fact that the
number of columns in the dense matrix can vary drastically in
deep learning applications2. Consider various neural network
architectures with sparse weight matrices and dense activa-
tions. When training RNNs this dimension corresponds to the
batch size, which is typically between 16-128 elements [27].
In Transformer architectures, this dimension is the product of
the batch size and sequence length, which can vary from 256
to over 2048 elements [2], [28]. In 1⇥1 convolutions, this
dimension is the product of the image height and width with
the batch size. In EfficientNet architectures, the product of the
spatial dimensions alone range from 64 to 14,400 [29].

There are three main benefits to 1-dimensional tiling. Firstly,
we can easily templatize our implementation for different tile
sizes and generate specialized kernel variants for different
regions of the problem space. Secondly, for problems with
small M and K dimensions we launch more thread blocks than
would otherwise be possible, enabling us to achieve higher
occupancy and a higher fraction of peak throughput. Lastly,
processing fixed-sized blocks enables us to aggressively unroll
loops and compute offsets and constants at compile time. We
similarly iterate through the reduction dimension in fixed-size
steps, enabling further loop unrolling and static evaluation.

B. Vector Memory Operations
Vector memory instructions are an important tool for mit-

igating bandwidth bottlenecks and decreasing the number of
instructions needed to express a computation [30]. However, it
is non-trivial to use these operations in sparse matrix kernels.

First, using vector memory instructions increases the num-
ber of values loaded simultaneously by a thread block. For
example, a thread block with a single warp using 4-wide vector
loads would request 128 floats with a single instruction. In our
1D tiling scheme, this means that some loads from a sparse
matrix row of length less than 128 would need to be predicated
off. Similarly, problems with fewer than 128 columns in the
dense matrix would execute with some threads in every thread
block predicated off for the entirety of the kernel’s execution.
These constraints limit the utility of vector memory accesses,
applied naively, to very large problems.

Secondly, vector memory accesses require that the target
values be aligned to the vector width (2 or 4 32-byte values).
For accesses into the dense matrix or output matrix this
requires that the number of columns be divisible by the vector
width such that the start of every row of values is properly
aligned. The larger issue is with loads from the sparse matrix.
With a 1-dimensional tiling or row-splitting scheme, accesses
within a thread block begin at the start of a row of values in
the sparse matrix. Because rows in a sparse matrix can have
arbitrary lengths, these initial addresses have no alignment
guarantees regardless of the problem dimensions.

2Existing work on SpMM often focuses on problems where the dense
matrix is "tall and skinny" [24]–[26].

1 template <int kBlockItemsK, int kBlockItemsX>

2 __global__ void SpmmKernel(

3 SparseMatrix a, Matrix b, Matrix c) {

4 // Calculate tile indices.

5 int m_idx = blockIdx.y;

6 int n_idx = blockIdx.x * kBlockItemsX;

7

8 // Calculate the row offset and the number

9 // of nonzeros in this thread block's row.

10 int m_off = a.row_offsets[m_idx];

11 int nnz = a.row_offsets[m_idx+1] - m_off;

12

13 // Main loop.

14 Tile1D c_tile(/*init_to=*/0);

15 for(; nnz > 0; nnz -= kBlockItemsK) {

16 Tile1D a_tile = LoadTile(a);

17 Tile2D b_tile = LoadTile(b);

18 c_tile += a_tile * b_tile;

19 }

20

21 // Write output.

22 StoreTile(c_tile, c);

23 }

Fig. 4. CUDA pseudo-code for SpMM with 1-dimensional tiling. The
output matrix is statically partitioned into 1-dimensional tiles. Independent
thread blocks are launched to compute each output tile. On each iteration of
the main loop, we load a 1-dimensional strip of the sparse matrix and a 2-
dimensional tile of the dense matrix and accumulate the vector-matrix product.
After processing all nonzero values in the row, the results are written to the
output matrix.

1) Subwarp Tiling: To address the first issue, we extend our
scheme to allow mapping of subsets of a warp (i.e., a subwarp)
to independent 1D tiles of the output. This reduces the access
width constraint by a factor of the number of subwarps used.
This also gives us the flexibility to spread threads across more
rows of the output matrix for problems with a smaller number
of columns in the dense and output matrices.

With subwarp tiling, our scheme bears some resemblance
to a standard two-dimensional tiling scheme at the warp level.
The important difference is that subwarps processing different
rows of the output matrix are not able to reuse values loaded
from the dense matrix. However, depending on the sparsity
level, accesses issued by different subwarps are likely to
exhibit locality that could be serviced through caches.

The main drawback to this approach is that rows of variable
length can result in warp divergence. We address the issue of
load imbalance between threads in a warp in section V-C.

2) Reverse Offset Memory Alignment: A simple approach
to address the second issue is to pad the rows of the sparse
matrix with zeros such that all rows are a multiple of four
in length. However, this limits the generality of the kernel.
To enable the use of vector memory instructions on arbitrary
sparse matrices, we introduce a simple trick in the setup
portion of the kernel (AKA, the prelude): after loading the
row offset and calculating the row length, each thread block
decrements its row offset to the nearest vector-width-aligned
address and updates the number of nonzeros that it needs to
process. To maintain correctness, the threads mask any values
that were loaded from the previous row prior to accumulating
the result in the first iteration of the main loop.

We refer to this trick as reverse offset memory alignment
(ROMA). Relative to the explicit padding scheme, ROMA
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Given the online thread block scheduling algorithm used by
Nvidia GPUs, these two heuristics can be implemented with a
sort of the row indices by row length. Given a sorted array of
the row indices in order of decreasing size, bundles consist of
blocks of consecutive row indices. The first wave of bundles
are scheduled round-robin across the SMs, and remaining
bundles are scheduled in decreasing order of heaviness as
bundles complete execution. We note that this heuristic for
row binning is similar to guided self-scheduling [35].

An advantage of this approach is that we do not need to
know the target bundle size to group similarly sized rows.
This means that the heuristic does not need to have insight
into any kernel selection heuristics used under the hood.

Since the topology of sparse matrices in DNNs is typically
updated infrequently, the cost of the argsort of the row
indices by their row lengths can be amortized over many
training steps [6], [13], [17]. Implementing the swizzle in
the kernel also requires the addition of a single load during
the kernel prelude. The memory required to store the sorted
indices for the matrix is negligible, as the number of rows
in the matrix is typically much smaller than the number of
nonzeros in the matrix for our target applications.

Figure 6 shows the high-level scheme for row swizzle load
balancing. Figure 7 shows the performance of row swizzle load
balancing for a sample problem as load imbalance increases.
Figure 8 shows CUDA pseudo-code for our SpMM kernel with
the necessary modifications for row swizzle load balancing.

D. Implementation Details
This section details additional low-level optimizations we

applied to achieve good performance.
1) Index Pre-Scaling: In each iteration of the main loop

of our kernel, we load the sparse matrix values and indices
and store them in shared memory. Each index will be used by
all threads to load from the dense matrix. To avoid redundant
work each time an index is loaded, we have each thread scale
its portion of the indices prior to storing to shared memory.

2) Residue Handling: Our kernel processes as many full
tiles of nonzero values as possible and then executes a residue
handler to accumulate the remaining products. As sparse
matrix row lengths are rarely divisible by the tile size, it’s
important that the residue handling code is highly efficient.

To maximize shared memory bandwidth and minimize bank
conflicts, we use 128-bit shared memory load instructions
whenever possible [36]. This is trivial for the main loop,
but difficult for the residue handling code as the number of
nonzeros remaining is not necessarily divisible by four. To
enable the use of wide shared memory instructions, we zero
the shared memory buffers used for sparse matrix values and
indices prior to loading the residual values and indices. We
then split the loops for dense matrix loading and computation
into two, and unroll the inner loop 4⇥ without bounds checks.

3) Mixed Precision: In addition to standard 32-bit floating-
point kernels, we extended our SpMM implementation to
support mixed-precision computation, as is commonly used in
deep learning [37]. Our kernels support 16-bit floating-point

Fig. 6. Row swizzle approach for load balancing sparse matrix compu-
tation. Rows processed by the same warp are marked with the same pattern
and color. We introduce a layer of indirection that re-orders when rows are
processed. To balance work between threads in a warp, we group rows of
similar length into bundles. To balance work between SMs, we process row
bundles in decreasing order of size.

Fig. 7. Sparse matrix–matrix multiplication runtime with varying levels
of load imbalance. M=8192, K=2048, N=128, sparsity=75% in single-
precision on an Nvidia V100 GPU. Throughput measured as a percent of
the throughput achieved with a sparse matrix where all rows have the same
number of nonzero values. The gray line labeled "Neural Networks" marks
the average CoV of sparse matrices in our dataset of deep neural networks.
With this problem configuration, performance of the standard row ordering
degrades to 47.5% of throughput with a perfectly balanced sparse matrix. Our
row swizzle load balancing technique maintains 96.5% of the throughput with
a perfectly balanced sparse matrix. We document the performance of our row
swizzle load balancing technique further in Section VII-B

input/output data and use 16-bit integer indices for the sparse
matrix meta-data. Inside our kernel, we convert FP16 data to
FP32 and issue FP32 fused multiply-add instructions, as is
standard. We convert the final outputs from FP32 to FP16
before writing the result. Due to the reduced representational
capacity of 16-bit integers, we do not perform our index pre-
scaling optimization for mixed-precision kernels.

VI. SAMPLED DENSE–DENSE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

This section details the design of our SDDMM kernel.

A. Hierarchical 1-Dimensional Tiling
We use the same 1D tiling scheme for SDDMM as we do for

SpMM, with two main differences. First, instead of mapping
thread blocks to 1D regions of the output we map them to 1D
strips of consecutive nonzeros. Because the output is sparse,
this ensures better work distribution across thread blocks and is
simpler to implement. Because the number of nonzeros in each
row cannot be inferred without inspecting the sparse matrix,
we launch the maximum number of thread blocks that could
be needed. On startup, each thread block calculates if it has
work to do and returns early if it is not needed. An alternative

Given the online thread block scheduling algorithm used by
Nvidia GPUs, these two heuristics can be implemented with a
sort of the row indices by row length. Given a sorted array of
the row indices in order of decreasing size, bundles consist of
blocks of consecutive row indices. The first wave of bundles
are scheduled round-robin across the SMs, and remaining
bundles are scheduled in decreasing order of heaviness as
bundles complete execution. We note that this heuristic for
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This means that the heuristic does not need to have insight
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indices by their row lengths can be amortized over many
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the kernel also requires the addition of a single load during
the kernel prelude. The memory required to store the sorted
indices for the matrix is negligible, as the number of rows
in the matrix is typically much smaller than the number of
nonzeros in the matrix for our target applications.

Figure 6 shows the high-level scheme for row swizzle load
balancing. Figure 7 shows the performance of row swizzle load
balancing for a sample problem as load imbalance increases.
Figure 8 shows CUDA pseudo-code for our SpMM kernel with
the necessary modifications for row swizzle load balancing.

D. Implementation Details
This section details additional low-level optimizations we

applied to achieve good performance.
1) Index Pre-Scaling: In each iteration of the main loop

of our kernel, we load the sparse matrix values and indices
and store them in shared memory. Each index will be used by
all threads to load from the dense matrix. To avoid redundant
work each time an index is loaded, we have each thread scale
its portion of the indices prior to storing to shared memory.

2) Residue Handling: Our kernel processes as many full
tiles of nonzero values as possible and then executes a residue
handler to accumulate the remaining products. As sparse
matrix row lengths are rarely divisible by the tile size, it’s
important that the residue handling code is highly efficient.

To maximize shared memory bandwidth and minimize bank
conflicts, we use 128-bit shared memory load instructions
whenever possible [36]. This is trivial for the main loop,
but difficult for the residue handling code as the number of
nonzeros remaining is not necessarily divisible by four. To
enable the use of wide shared memory instructions, we zero
the shared memory buffers used for sparse matrix values and
indices prior to loading the residual values and indices. We
then split the loops for dense matrix loading and computation
into two, and unroll the inner loop 4⇥ without bounds checks.

3) Mixed Precision: In addition to standard 32-bit floating-
point kernels, we extended our SpMM implementation to
support mixed-precision computation, as is commonly used in
deep learning [37]. Our kernels support 16-bit floating-point
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degrades to 47.5% of throughput with a perfectly balanced sparse matrix. Our
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input/output data and use 16-bit integer indices for the sparse
matrix meta-data. Inside our kernel, we convert FP16 data to
FP32 and issue FP32 fused multiply-add instructions, as is
standard. We convert the final outputs from FP32 to FP16
before writing the result. Due to the reduced representational
capacity of 16-bit integers, we do not perform our index pre-
scaling optimization for mixed-precision kernels.

VI. SAMPLED DENSE–DENSE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

This section details the design of our SDDMM kernel.

A. Hierarchical 1-Dimensional Tiling
We use the same 1D tiling scheme for SDDMM as we do for

SpMM, with two main differences. First, instead of mapping
thread blocks to 1D regions of the output we map them to 1D
strips of consecutive nonzeros. Because the output is sparse,
this ensures better work distribution across thread blocks and is
simpler to implement. Because the number of nonzeros in each
row cannot be inferred without inspecting the sparse matrix,
we launch the maximum number of thread blocks that could
be needed. On startup, each thread block calculates if it has
work to do and returns early if it is not needed. An alternative

Load balancing: each thread in the warp (the same color) has the same workload size.

Load balancing is crucial
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Fig. 10. Benchmarks on sparse recurrent neural neural network problems. Each problem is labeled M/K/N/sparsity. All benchmarks taken on an Nvidia
V100 GPU in single-precision. Top: SpMM benchmarks. Compared to ASpt [23], our kernel achieves a geometric mean speedup of 1.56⇥ and a peak speedup
of 2.4⇥. Compared to the merged-based approach of [26], our kernel achieves a geometric mean speedup of 1.59⇥ and a peak speedup of 2.15⇥. Compared
to cuSPARSE, our kernel achieves a geometric mean speedup of 3.47⇥ and a peak speedup of 4.45⇥. Bottom: SDDMM benchmarks. Our kernel performs
competitively with the adaptive sparse tiling approach of [23], achieving 92% of the throughput on average while using 3⇥ less memory and no-reordering
of the sparse matrix. Compared to cuSPARSE, our kernel achieves a geometric mean speedup of 2.69⇥ and a peak speedup of 3.51⇥.

For SpMM, our approach significantly outperforms other
methods. Our approach achieves geometric mean speedups
of 1.56⇥, 1.59⇥, and 3.47⇥ over MergeSpmm [26], ASpT,
and cuSPARSE respectively. For SDDMM, our approach sig-
nificantly outperforms cuSPARSE and achieves performance
on-par with ASpT. Our approach achieves geometric mean
speedups of 2.69⇥ over cuSPARSE and 92% of the throughput
of ASpT on average. While ASpT achieves good performance
for SDDMM, it has a number of limitations. First, including
the original CSR matrix, ASpT requires 3⇥ the memory
to store the re-ordered matrix as well as meta-data needed
for tiled execution. Second, the author’s implementation uses
different re-orderings of the sparse matrix for SpMM and
SDDMM problems. For deep learning applications, this means
that gradients calculated with respect to a sparse matrix will
be in a different order than the sparse matrix used in the
forward pass. In order to perform gradient updates or continue
backpropagation, applications must pay the cost of re-ordering
the sparse matrix on every training iteration.

B. Ablation Study

Table II shows the results of our ablation study on the
optimizations we propose for each kernel. We benchmark both
kernels on our dataset of sparse matrices from DNNs with
both training and inference batch sizes. We report statistics
for each model and batch size separately to show the effect of
each technique on different portions of the problem space.

Across these benchmarks we find that techniques like row
swizzle load balancing and residue unrolling are robust to
varying problem configurations, while vector memory instruc-
tions show large benefits for compute heavy problems and less
benefit for small problems. One outlier is the superior perfor-

mance of scalar memory operations for SDDMM. With the
small weight matrices found in these models, these problems
are largely occupancy-bound and thus benefit from the fact
that our scalar kernels process fewer outputs per thread. On
the dataset of RNN problems studied in Section 10, we observe
our vector kernel achieve a geometric mean speedup of 2.45⇥
over the scalar variants. These results indicate that better kernel
selection heuristics could greatly improve performance.

In addition to these techniques, our kernels benefit from the
use of favorable data layouts and an efficient implementation
enabled by our 1D tiling scheme.

C. Application: Sparse Transformer

Transformer models are a popular sequence modeling archi-
tecture, having been used to achieve state-of-the-art results on
tasks such as machine translation [2], language modeling [42],
and image generation [28]. Transformer models are made up of
stacked layers, each of which contains a multi-head attention
mechanism followed by a small fully-connected network. The
attention mechanism used in Transformer takes in a query Q,
key K, and value V and computes a weighted average of the
input values based on the similarity of Q and K:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = Softmax(
QKT

p
dk

)V

Where dk is the number of features for each element of
the sequence. Despite the effectiveness of this architecture,
QKT computes the similarity of each token in the sequence
with all other tokens, requiring computation and memory that
grows quadratically with the sequence length. To alleviate this
issue, recent work has explored the use of sparsity in the
attention mechanism [6], [10], [11]. With sparse attention, we
compute a subset of the outputs of QKT and then multiply
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Fig. 9. Benchmarks on our dataset of sparse matrices from deep neural networks. Runtime (left y-axis) and throughput (right y-axis) plotted with
increasing problem size for each kernel and precision. Benchmarked on an Nvidia V100 GPU. Top Left: SpMM benchmarks in single-precision. Across
all problems, our approach achieves a geometric mean speedup of 3.58⇥ and a peak speedup of 14.2⇥ over Nvidia cuSPARSE. Bottom Left: SDDMM
benchmarks in single-precision. Across all problems, our approach achieves a geometric mean speedup of 2.19⇥ and a peak speedup of 6.58⇥ over Nvidia
cuSPARSE. Right: SpMM benchmarks in mixed precision with 16-bit data and 32-bit computation. Across all problems, our approach achieves a geometric
mean speedup of 5.97⇥ and a peak speedup of 297.5⇥ over Nvidia cuSPARSE.

to enable vector memory instructions. All benchmarks are per-
formed on an Nvidia V100 GPU. We use Nvidia cuSPARSE’s
cusparseSpMM and cusparseConstrainedGeMM as
the baselines for our SpMM and SDDMM benchmarks re-
spectively. Both cuSPARSE kernels use column-major layouts
for dense matrices and CSR format for sparse matrices.
Because cusparseConstrainedGeMM does not support
transposition of the right-hand operand, we explicitly transpose
the matrix using cuBLAS and include the transposition in our
timing. We benchmark all problems on a single Nvidia V100
GPU. The results of all benchmarks are presented in Figure
9. We present statistics for these benchmarks in Table I.

Across all benchmarks, our SpMM and SDDMM ker-
nels show significant advantages over Nvidia cuSPARSE.
For single-precision SpMM, our kernel achieves a geometric
mean speedup of 3.58⇥ and reaches 4.29TFLOPs, represent-
ing 27.3% of single-precision peak. Our kernel outperforms
cuSPARSE on 99.75% of the problems in our dataset. For
single-precision SDDMM, our kernel achieves a geometric
mean speedup of 2.19⇥ and reaches 4.11TFLOPs, represent-
ing 26.2% of single-precision peak. Our kernel outperforms
cuSPARSE on 93.34% of the problems in our dataset.

With mixed-precision, our SpMM kernel achieves a geo-
metric mean speedup of 5.97⇥ over Nvidia cuSPARSE and a
peak throughput of 5.57TFLOPs. While our kernel uses 16-
bit integers for the sparse matrix meta-data, cuSPARSE only
supports 32-bit indices. We find it likely that this contributes
to the increased performance gap. Our mixed-precision SpMM

outperforms cuSPARSE on 99.7% of the problems in our
dataset. We note that cuSPARSE’s mixed-precision SpMM
performs inconsistently on some problems, leading to extreme
slowdowns of as much as 297.5⇥ relative to our kernel.

2) Sparse Recurrent Neural Networks: This section evalu-
ates the performance of our kernels relative to the recently
proposed techniques of [26] and [23]. The SpMM kernel
provided by [26] only supports problems with batch sizes
divisible by 32. [23] wrote SpMM and SDDMM kernels for
batch size 32 and 128 and also require that the number of
rows in the sparse matrix be divisible by 256. Given these
constraints, we opt to benchmark these kernels on a dataset of
problems from recurrent neural networks, where the problem
configurations supported by the kernels from [26] and [23] are
realistic for deep neural networks. We benchmark each kernel
on RNN, gated recurrent unit (GRU) [40], and long short-term
memory network (LSTM) [41] problems with sparse weights.
We generated sparse matrices with random uniform sparsity.
We benchmarked problems with state sizes 1k, 2k, 4k, and
8k, sparsities 70%, 80%, and 90% and batch sizes 32 and
128. All benchmarks were performed on an Nvidia V100
in single-precision. We do not include the time require for
the pre-processing step used by the Adaptive Sparse Tiling
(ASpT) approach of [23] in our benchmarks. We benchmark
the row-splitting kernel from [26], as all of our benchmarks
are beyond the threshold of average row length that the authors
use to select between their row-splitting and nonzero-splitting
kernels. Benchmark results are presented in Figure 10.
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Fig. 11. Transformer attention mechanism connectivity. The upper diago-
nal is masked so that tokens only attend to those that came before them. Left:
Dense all-to-all attention. Right: Sparse attention with a small dense band and
random off-diagonal sparsity sampled with probability inversely proportional
to distance from the diagonal.

TABLE III
SPARSE TRANSFORMER RESULTS

Model Transformer Sparse Transformer
Bits Per Dimension 3.76 3.77

V100 Throughput (tokens/s) 32,477 67,857
Memory Usage (GB) 9.88 0.77

1080 Throughput (tokens/s) out-of-memory 32,039
Memory Usage (GB) out-of-memory 0.88

GPUs. We compare to their approach for computing SpMM in
Section VII-A and reference their taxonomy for SpMM design
throughout the text. [23] propose an adaptive tiling technique,
where CSR matrices are partitioned into sets of rows. Within
each set, the columns are re-ordered such that columns with
more nonzeros are grouped. These "heavy" groups are pro-
cessed together and exploit tiled execution to enable more
reuse of operands. The remaining columns are processed with
a standard row-splitting scheme. We benchmark and discuss
limitations of this approach in Section VII-A.

[50] implement an efficient direct sparse convolution for
CPUs and demonstrate performance gains relative to dense
baselines. [51] develop a technique for inducing sparsity in
Winograd convolutions [52] and design and efficient imple-
mentation for CPUs. [16] design efficient SpMM kernels for
CPUs and demonstrate significant performance improvements
for highly efficient neural networks on mobile processors.

[13] and [15] enforce different forms of structure on sparse
matrices to enable efficient mapping to GPUs. [13] develop
efficient GPU kernels for block-sparse matrices and apply
them to neural networks on a range of different tasks. [15]
propose fixing the number of nonzeros in small regions of the
sparse matrix to balance between performance and accuracy
loss from enforcing structure on the topology of nonzeros.

IX. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

In addition to the kernels we discuss, training DNNs re-
quires the computation ATB)C, where AT is the transpose
of a sparse matrix. It’s difficult to fuse the transpose into
the SpMM for CSR matrices. However, for DNN training it’s
possible to cache the row offsets and column indices for AT

when the sparse matrix topology is updated and perform the
transpose as an argsort of the matrix values. Alternative

Fig. 12. MobileNetV1 accuracy-runtime tradeoff curves. Sparse modes are
more efficient, achieving speedups of 21-24% for a given accuracy across all
model sizes, or equivalently, ~1.1% higher accuracy for the same throughput.

TABLE IV
SPARSE MOBILENETV1 RESULTS

Model Width Accuracy Throughput (frames/s)

Dense
1 72.7% 2,518

1.2 73.8% 2,046
1.4 74.8% 1,729

Sparse

1.3 72.9% 2,874
1.4 73.3% 2,706
1.5 73.8% 2,537
1.6 74.1% 2,366
1.7 74.4% 2,226
1.8 74.9% 2,095

sparse matrix formats are an interesting direction to enable
transposed and non-transposed computation [53], [54]

On large problems, the performance of our kernels is limited
by shared memory bandwidth. One direction for alleviating
this bottleneck is to exploit reuse of values loaded from the
right input across multiple rows of the left input matrix.

While our kernels are highly efficient, they are not able
to take advantage of dedicated matrix-multiply hardware. For
unstructured sparsity, it’s possible that unpacking sparse tiles
in shared memory could enable the use of these operations.
New advances in hardware are likely to enable this further
[55]. Despite model quality loss, it remains possible to exploit
this hardware with vector and block sparsity [12], [13], [16].

In this work, we demonstrate that the sparse matrices found
in deep neural networks exhibit favorable properties that can
be exploited to accelerate computation. Based on this insight,
we design high-performance SpMM and SDDMM kernels
targeted specifically at deep learning applications. Using our
kernels, we demonstrate sparse Transformer and MobileNet
models that achieve 1.2–2.1⇥ speedups and up to 12.8⇥
memory savings without sacrificing accuracy. We hope that
our findings facilitate better support for sparsity in deep
learning frameworks and more broadly enable widespread use
of sparsity in deep learning.

Fig. 11. Transformer attention mechanism connectivity. The upper diago-
nal is masked so that tokens only attend to those that came before them. Left:
Dense all-to-all attention. Right: Sparse attention with a small dense band and
random off-diagonal sparsity sampled with probability inversely proportional
to distance from the diagonal.
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Memory Usage (GB) 9.88 0.77

1080 Throughput (tokens/s) out-of-memory 32,039
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GPUs. We compare to their approach for computing SpMM in
Section VII-A and reference their taxonomy for SpMM design
throughout the text. [23] propose an adaptive tiling technique,
where CSR matrices are partitioned into sets of rows. Within
each set, the columns are re-ordered such that columns with
more nonzeros are grouped. These "heavy" groups are pro-
cessed together and exploit tiled execution to enable more
reuse of operands. The remaining columns are processed with
a standard row-splitting scheme. We benchmark and discuss
limitations of this approach in Section VII-A.

[50] implement an efficient direct sparse convolution for
CPUs and demonstrate performance gains relative to dense
baselines. [51] develop a technique for inducing sparsity in
Winograd convolutions [52] and design and efficient imple-
mentation for CPUs. [16] design efficient SpMM kernels for
CPUs and demonstrate significant performance improvements
for highly efficient neural networks on mobile processors.

[13] and [15] enforce different forms of structure on sparse
matrices to enable efficient mapping to GPUs. [13] develop
efficient GPU kernels for block-sparse matrices and apply
them to neural networks on a range of different tasks. [15]
propose fixing the number of nonzeros in small regions of the
sparse matrix to balance between performance and accuracy
loss from enforcing structure on the topology of nonzeros.

IX. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

In addition to the kernels we discuss, training DNNs re-
quires the computation ATB)C, where AT is the transpose
of a sparse matrix. It’s difficult to fuse the transpose into
the SpMM for CSR matrices. However, for DNN training it’s
possible to cache the row offsets and column indices for AT
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sparse matrix formats are an interesting direction to enable
transposed and non-transposed computation [53], [54]

On large problems, the performance of our kernels is limited
by shared memory bandwidth. One direction for alleviating
this bottleneck is to exploit reuse of values loaded from the
right input across multiple rows of the left input matrix.

While our kernels are highly efficient, they are not able
to take advantage of dedicated matrix-multiply hardware. For
unstructured sparsity, it’s possible that unpacking sparse tiles
in shared memory could enable the use of these operations.
New advances in hardware are likely to enable this further
[55]. Despite model quality loss, it remains possible to exploit
this hardware with vector and block sparsity [12], [13], [16].

In this work, we demonstrate that the sparse matrices found
in deep neural networks exhibit favorable properties that can
be exploited to accelerate computation. Based on this insight,
we design high-performance SpMM and SDDMM kernels
targeted specifically at deep learning applications. Using our
kernels, we demonstrate sparse Transformer and MobileNet
models that achieve 1.2–2.1⇥ speedups and up to 12.8⇥
memory savings without sacrificing accuracy. We hope that
our findings facilitate better support for sparsity in deep
learning frameworks and more broadly enable widespread use
of sparsity in deep learning.

Results on MobileNetV1
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Recall the idea of CSR. There is an index array and a value array.
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Results on Tesla V100

Results on Tesla A100
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Fig. 1. Structured-sparse matrix (W) storage format. The uncompressed matrix is of
dimension R ⇥ C and the compressed matrix is of dimension R ⇥ C

2 .

3.1 2:4 Sparsity and Its Benefits

An example of a matrix that satisfies 2:4 sparsity pattern requirement is shown in
Figure 1. With this pattern, only the 2 nonzero values in each group of 4 values need
to be stored. Metadata to decode compressed format is stored separately, using 2-bits
to encode the position of each nonzero value within the group of 4 values. For example,
metadata for the first row of matrix in Figure 1 is [[0, 3], [1, 2]]. Metadata information
is needed to fetch corresponding values from the second matrix when performing
matrix multiplication. Note that for a group of 4 values having more than 2 zeros, the
compressed format will still store 2 values to maintain a consistent format.

E�cient memory accesses: Unstructured sparsity patterns lead to poor utiliza-
tion of cache lines when accessing memory, thus under utilizing memory bandwidth.
Furthermore, unstructured patterns commonly use CSR/CSC/COO storage formats [34],
which lead to data-dependent accesses, thereby increasing latency for matrix reads. In
contrast, 2:4 sparsity has the same level of sparsity at every sub-block of the larger
matrix, which enables hardware to fully-utilize large memory reads. Similarly, since
the sparsity is constant across the matrix, there is no indirection required; a nonzero
value’s position in memory can be determined from the compression rate directly.

Compressed format e�ciency: Using CSR format for unstructured sparsity can
introduce storage overhead due to metadata of up to 200% (consider 8b quantized
weight values for inference: column-index for the value would require 16-bits or more
for even modestly-sized matrices). Due to its 4-value block size, the 2:4 sparse storage
format (shown in Figure 1) requires only 2-bits metadata per value, limiting storage
overhead to 12.5% and 25% for 16b and 8b values, respectively. For 16-bit operands,
storing a sparse tensor in compressed format leads to ⇠44% savings in storage capacity:
4 dense elements require 4⇤16 = 64-bits of storage while 2:4 sparsity leads to 2⇤16-bits
+ 2⇤2-bits = 36-bits to store the two non-zero elements. For 8-bit operands, storing in
compressed format saves ⇠38% in memory capacity and bandwidth compared to the
dense tensor.

3.2 Structured-Sparse GEMM on Tensor Cores

Tensor Cores, first introduced in the NVIDIA Volta GPU architecture, accelerate
matrix-multiply-and-accumulate (MMA) instructions that are fundamental to neural
network layers involving math operations such as convolutions, linear layers, recurrent
cells, and transformer blocks.

Two weights are nonzero out of four consecutive weights (2:4 sparsity).
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matrix, which enables hardware to fully-utilize large memory reads. Similarly, since
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4 dense elements require 4⇤16 = 64-bits of storage while 2:4 sparsity leads to 2⇤16-bits
+ 2⇤2-bits = 36-bits to store the two non-zero elements. For 8-bit operands, storing in
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3.1 2:4 Sparsity and Its Benefits

An example of a matrix that satisfies 2:4 sparsity pattern requirement is shown in
Figure 1. With this pattern, only the 2 nonzero values in each group of 4 values need
to be stored. Metadata to decode compressed format is stored separately, using 2-bits
to encode the position of each nonzero value within the group of 4 values. For example,
metadata for the first row of matrix in Figure 1 is [[0, 3], [1, 2]]. Metadata information
is needed to fetch corresponding values from the second matrix when performing
matrix multiplication. Note that for a group of 4 values having more than 2 zeros, the
compressed format will still store 2 values to maintain a consistent format.

E�cient memory accesses: Unstructured sparsity patterns lead to poor utiliza-
tion of cache lines when accessing memory, thus under utilizing memory bandwidth.
Furthermore, unstructured patterns commonly use CSR/CSC/COO storage formats [34],
which lead to data-dependent accesses, thereby increasing latency for matrix reads. In
contrast, 2:4 sparsity has the same level of sparsity at every sub-block of the larger
matrix, which enables hardware to fully-utilize large memory reads. Similarly, since
the sparsity is constant across the matrix, there is no indirection required; a nonzero
value’s position in memory can be determined from the compression rate directly.

Compressed format e�ciency: Using CSR format for unstructured sparsity can
introduce storage overhead due to metadata of up to 200% (consider 8b quantized
weight values for inference: column-index for the value would require 16-bits or more
for even modestly-sized matrices). Due to its 4-value block size, the 2:4 sparse storage
format (shown in Figure 1) requires only 2-bits metadata per value, limiting storage
overhead to 12.5% and 25% for 16b and 8b values, respectively. For 16-bit operands,
storing a sparse tensor in compressed format leads to ⇠44% savings in storage capacity:
4 dense elements require 4⇤16 = 64-bits of storage while 2:4 sparsity leads to 2⇤16-bits
+ 2⇤2-bits = 36-bits to store the two non-zero elements. For 8-bit operands, storing in
compressed format saves ⇠38% in memory capacity and bandwidth compared to the
dense tensor.

3.2 Structured-Sparse GEMM on Tensor Cores

Tensor Cores, first introduced in the NVIDIA Volta GPU architecture, accelerate
matrix-multiply-and-accumulate (MMA) instructions that are fundamental to neural
network layers involving math operations such as convolutions, linear layers, recurrent
cells, and transformer blocks.

Push all the nonzero elements to the left in memory: save storage and computation.
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Fig. 2. Mapping a M⇥N⇥K GEMM onto a Tensor Core. Dense matrix A, of size
M⇥K, (left side) becomes M⇥K

2 (right side) after pruning with 2:4 sparsity. Sparse
Tensor Core hardware selects only the elements from B that correspond to the nonzero
values in A, skipping the unnecessary multiplications by zero. In both dense and sparse
GEMMs, B and C are dense K⇥N and M⇥N matrices, respectively.

Table 1. A100 Tensor Core input/output formats (numeric precision) and performance
in tera-operations per second (TOPS).

Input Operands Accumulator Dense TOPS Sparse TOPS

FP32 FP32 19.5 -

TF32 FP32 156 312

FP16 FP32 312 624

BF16 FP32 312 624

FP16 FP16 312 624

INT8 INT32 624 1248

The NVIDIA Ampere GPU architecture extends the Tensor Cores to also handle
2:4 sparsity by allowing the first argument be stored in the sparse format described in
Section 3.1. Thus, Sparse Tensor Cores perform sparse matrix ⇥ dense matrix = dense
matrix operation (the second input matrix and the output matrix are dense). Figure 2
shows how a 2:4 sparse GEMM operation is mapped to Tensor Cores. 50% sparsity
on one of the operands halves the required multiply-and-add operations, resulting in
(up to) a 2⇥ performance increase over equivalent dense GEMMs. Sparse Tensor Cores
support FP16, BF16, and 8b-integer input/output types. Furthermore, TF32 mode is
supported for FP32 input/output but the pattern becomes 1:2 sparse. Peak dense and
sparse Tensor Core throughputs are shown in Table 1.

It is the application’s responsibility to ensure that the first operand is a matrix
stored in the compressed 2:4 format. cuSPARSELt and other libraries provide APIs for
compression and sparse math operations, while, starting in version 8.0, the TensorRT
SDK performs these functions for 2:4 sparse weights automatically. NVIDIA libraries
require that input dimensions of a sparse matrix multiplication be multiples of 16 and
32 for 16-bit (FP16/BF16) and 8b-integer formats, respectively.

Speedups that 2:4 sparse matrix multiplications achieve over dense multiplications
depend on several factors, such as arithmetic intensity and GEMM dimensions. Fig-

Mapping M:N sparse matrices onto NVIDIA tensor cores

The indices are used to mask out the inputs. Only 2 multiplications will be done out of four. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of sparse and dense INT8 GEMMs on NVIDIA A100 Tensor Cores.
Larger GEMMs achieve nearly a 2⇥ speedup with Sparse Tensor Cores.

ure 3 shows speedups achieved over a sampling of GEMM dimensions (cuSPARSELt1

cuBLAS2 libraries were used for the sparse and dense GEMMs, respectively). As larger
GEMMs tend to have higher arithmetic intensity, they get closer to the 2⇥ speedup
a↵orded by Sparse Tensor Cores. For language modeling networks, N is often the
sequence length times the batch size: for a sequence length of 256, one would need a
batch size of 40 to see this plot with N equal to 10K. M and K are related to the hidden
dimensions of the layers in the network, which is typically scaled up to increase network
accuracy; GPT-3 [35], for example, uses a hidden size of 12,288.

4 Network Pruning Workflow

In this section, we describe a workflow that prunes a network with the 2:4 sparsity
pattern, maintains original accuracy, and avoids any hyper-parameter searches. Since
our aim is to reduce neural network size and run-time at deployment, we trade a higher
training cost for a simple and general workflow – the additional training cost can be
amortized over the deployment lifetime of days to months.
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Fig. 4. A typical network training process adapted for 2:4 sparsity: dense training (step
1) is followed by a pruning stage (step 2) and a second, identical training stage (step 3).

4.1 The Basic Workflow

While our proposed workflow trains a network twice, it achieves universality - as we
will show, it can be applied across a wide range of neural network architectures and
tasks. It follows the basic train, prune, and fine-tune approach:

1 https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cusparselt/index.html
2 https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cublas/index.html
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networks our recommendation is to apply quantization calibration (and potentially
fine-tuning) after a network has been pruned (and retrained) for sparsity.

5 Results

We evaluate the workflow proposed in Section 4 across a range of problem domains,
tasks, and neural network architectures. For training each of the networks, we use
hyper-parameters and training details mentioned in the papers introducing the network
architecture and/or popular public repositories of network implementations. We examine
model accuracy for both floating point networks as well as their quantization to INT8.

Table 2. Top-1 accuracy of image classification networks evaluated on the ImageNet
ILSVRC2012 dataset with 2:4 sparsity.

Network

Accuracy

Dense Sparse Sparse

FP16 FP16 INT8

ResNet-34 73.7 73.9 73.7

ResNet-50 76.1 76.2 76.2

ResNet-50 (SWSL) 81.1 80.9 80.9

ResNet-101 77.7 78.0 77.9

ResNeXt-50-32x4 77.6 77.7 77.7

ResNeXt-101-32x16 79.7 79.9 79.9

ResNeXt-101-32x16 (WSL) 84.2 84.0 84.2

DenseNet-121 75.5 75.3 75.3

DenseNet-161 78.8 78.8 78.9

Wide ResNet-50 78.5 78.6 78.5

Wide ResNet-101 78.9 79.2 79.1

Inception v3 77.1 77.1 77.1

Xception 79.2 79.2 79.2

VGG-11 70.9 70.9 70.8

VGG-16 74.0 74.1 74.1

VGG-19 75.0 75.0 75.0

SUNet-128 75.6 76.0 75.4

SUNet-7-128 76.4 76.5 76.3

DRN26 75.2 75.3 75.3

DRN-105 79.4 79.5 79.4

5.1 Image Classification Networks

Image classification networks are trained in a single phase, thus retraining simply
repeats the training step schedule (with the exact same hyper-parameters and learning
rate schedule as used to train the network) starting with the network initialized to its
pruned trained weights.

Table 2 shows the accuracy of a wide variety of networks: popular networks like
ResNet [42], VGG [43] and Inception [38], stacked U-Nets (SUNet) [44], dilated residual

Pruning CNNs with 2:4 sparsity will bring about large speedup for GEMM workloads and it will not incur 
performance drop for DNN models.
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Recently, a state-of-the-art work P����T���� [26] studied how
to perform CNN pruning during training. P����T���� adopts a
group-lasso regularization (✓1-based regularization) [31] to gradu-
ally force a group of model weights with small magnitudes to zero
and periodically recon�gure the CNN architecture (e.g., reducing
the number of layers) during training, leading to lower computation
and higher performance. However, in reality, adaptively changing
the original network architecture may result in severe loss of ac-
curacy, which cannot be compensated for by performing more
training batches. Thus, how to design a PDT-based method to sig-
ni�cantly reduce the end-to-end time while still maintaining the
network architecture for high accuracy remains an open question.

In this paper, we propose C����T����—a fast and accurate in-
tegrated framework for CNN training and pruning—which sig-
ni�cantly reduces the end-to-end time. We develop a series of
algorithm-level and system-level optimizations for C����T����
to achieve high computation e�ciency toward highly accurate
and fast pruned models for inference. The key insights explored
for algorithm-level optimization include: 1 the position of the
most important weight in each convolution kernel is relatively sta-
ble after certain training batches, and 2 the important weights
tend to be adjacent to each other. So we propose a �ne-grained
architecture-preserving pruning approach based on pattern-based
pruning (will be discussed in §2.1), which can precisely control
the tradeo� among regularity, accuracy, and compression ratio.
Moreover, our optimized pattern-based pruning creates multiple
opportunities for system-level optimization such as sparse convo-
lution acceleration and communication (Allreduce) optimization
for weight update assisted by compiler so that the time overhead
introduced by our proposed regularization can be mitigated. To the
best of our knowledge, our paper is the �rst work to study how to
design a PDT-based approach for e�ectively reducing the end-to-end
time cost while achieving very high accuracy and compression ratio
of pruned models. The main contributions are listed below:

• Instead of commonly used weight selection methods based
on magnitude, we incorporate a state-of-the-art weight im-
portance estimation approach to select the desired patterns
from a generated candidate pattern pool. Moreover, we pro-
pose methods to gradually generate the candidate patterns
(called dynamic pattern pool generation) and adaptively �nal-
ize the patterns and unimportant kernels.

• We propose a modi�ed group-lasso regularization to replace
the expensive ADMM method for pattern-based pruning.

• We propose multiple system-level optimizations including
fast sparse matrix format conversion, pattern-accelerated
sparse convolution, pattern-based communication optimiza-
tion, and compiler-assisted optimized code generation, to
signi�cantly accelerate C����T���� by leveraging �nalized
pattern sparsity during the training.

• We compare C����T���� state-of-the-art PAT-/PDT-based
methods. Experiments illustrate that C����T���� can gener-
ate highly accurate and fast pruned models for direct deploy-
ment without any time overhead or even faster, compared
with the baseline training. Meanwhile, C����T���� reduces
the time of state-of-the-art PAT-based approaches by up to
about 67% with comparable accuracy and compression ratio,

convolution filter

pruned kernels
pattern 1 pattern 2 pattern 3 pattern 4

pattern 5 pattern 6 pattern 7 pattern 8

pattern 9 pattern 10 pattern 11 pattern 12

Figure 1: Pattern-based pruning with pruned kernels.

and improves the accuracy and compression ratio by up to
1.1% and 2.1⇥ over P����T���� on ImageNet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present back-
ground information in §2. We discuss our research motivation and
challenges in §3.We describe our algorithm-level design and system-
level optimizations of C����T���� in §4 and §5, respectively. We
present our evaluation results in §6. We discuss related work and
conclude our work in §7 and §8.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 DNN Model Pruning
Weight pruning for DNN model compression has been well studied
in recent years. Below are three main methods.

Non-Structured Pruning. The non-structured pruning methods
studied in the previous works [47] aim to heuristically prune the
redundant weights on arbitrary locations. This leads to irregular
weight distribution and inevitably introduces extra indices to store
the locations of pruned weights. Eventually, this drawback limits
performance acceleration [8].

Structured Pruning. To overcome these limitations, structured
pruning has been investigated in the recent studies [16, 17, 26].
They proposed to prune the entire �lters, channels to maintain the
structural regularity of the weight matrices after pruning. By taking
advantage of the regular shapes of the pruned weight matrices,
structured pruning becomes more hardware-friendly and achieves
much higher speedups [29]. However, due to the constraints of
its coarse-grained pruning, structured pruning su�ers from high
accuracy loss.

Fined-Grained Pattern-Based Pruning. The state-of-the-art prun-
ingwork [35] proposes a �ne-grained pattern-based pruning scheme,
which generates an intermediate sparsity type between non-structured
pruning and structured pruning. They prune a �xed number of
weights in each convolution kernel (e.g., pruning 5 weights out of
9 weights in a 3⇥3 convolution kernel), and make the remaining
weights to be concentrated in a certain area to form speci�c kernel
patterns (called pattern sparsity), as shown in Figure 1 (left). How-
ever, the compression ratio that is achieved by pattern sparsity is
limited. So, they further propose to exploit the inter-convolution
kernel sparsity, which aims to remove some unimportant kernels
(called connectivity sparsity), as shown in Figure 1 (right). It can
further enlarge the weights compression rate while reducing the
convolution operations in CNNs.

The pattern-based pruning emphasizes exploiting locality in
layer-wise computation, which is prevalent and widely re�ected
in the domains like human visual systems [11]. Moreover, this

2

• For each output channel in the convolution filter, either prune it away or select its sparsity 
pattern from a predefined set.


• Problem: load imbalance between different channel groups (different number of pruned kernels).
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Figure 7. PatDNN’s compiler-based optimization and code generation �ow: compiler takes both model codes with graph-based
optimizations and a layerwise representation (as an example in Figure 8) to generate low-level C/C++ and OpenCL codes (as No-opt).
This low-level code is further optimized with �lter kernel reorder and our FKW compact model storage (+Reorder), the register-level
load redundancy elimination (+LRE), and other optimizations like auto-tuning. Finally, the code is deployed on mobile devices.

IR

device: [CPU] 
layers: 
  - name: "conv_op1" 
    storage: "tight" 
    pattern: {"type": [1, 2], "layout": FKW, ...} 
    tuning:  {"unroll": [4, 2, 8, 1], "tile": [16, 32, 8],  
              "permute": cohwci_b, ...} 
    info:    {"strides": [1, 1], "dilations": [1, 1], ...} 

Figure 8. An LR example for a CONV layer.

these optimizations, high-level LR can generate compressed
model and associated optimized model execution code by
using the pattern-related information and other basic layer
information extracted from DNN models, (e.g., the kernel
size, computation stride, computation dilation, etc). Figure 7
shows the optimization �ow and two sample code skeletons
(+Reorder and +LRE) for these two optimizations, respec-
tively.

Figure 8 shows a simpli�ed LR example for a CONV layer
(with 2-D kernels). This LR will generate execution code
for CPU (device). Two types of kernel patterns ([1, 2])
present in this layer (patterns) and the �lter kernels’ pattern
layout is speci�ed by our FKW compressed weight storage
format (clari�ed in Section 5.3 in detail)2. Its computation
loop permutation is cohwci_b, i.e., in the order of output
channel, output height, output width, and input channel,
with blocking and unrolling. Their blocking sizes are speci-
�ed in tile. Their unrolling factors are speci�ed in unroll.
Figure 7 (+Reorder) also shows the execution code gener-
ated from this LR, in which the outer loops iterating on all
tiles are omitted. The inner-most iteration processes kernels
in each �lter in the order of their pattern types, i.e., all ker-
nels with pattern 1 in each �lter will be processed at �rst,

2This LR is used after our �lter kernel reorder, so the pattern information
is stored in the optimized FKW format. Before reorder, a relatively loose
data format is used, which is omitted due to the space limit.
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Figure 9. An example of �lter kernel reorder.

then kernels with pattern 2. This code optimization does
not require any loop control-�ows. This is guaranteed by
our �lter kernel reorder that is introduced in Section 5.2 in
details.

5.2 Filter Kernel Reorder (FKR)
Kernel pattern and connectivity pruning o�er better op-
portunities to address the performance challenges in non-
structured pruning thanks to its better regularity. Speci�cally,
Filter kernel reorder (FKR) is designed to address two key
challenges, i.e., heavy control-�ow instructions, and thread
divergence and load imbalance. Our basic insight is: for a spe-
ci�c DNN layer, the patterns of all kernels are already known
after model training, so the inference computation pattern
is also known before model deployment. FKR leverages this
knowledge to organize the �lters with similar kernels to-
gether to improve inter-thread parallelization and order the
same kernels in a �lter together to improve intra-thread par-
allelization.
Figure 9 explains FKR with a simpli�ed example. Here, a

matrix represents a CONV layer of DNN and each cell is a
kernel with pattern type denoted by the number on it. Empty
kernels are the ones pruned by connectivity pruning. The
kernels in the same row belong to the same �lter, and are
marked with the same color.

Given the online thread block scheduling algorithm used by
Nvidia GPUs, these two heuristics can be implemented with a
sort of the row indices by row length. Given a sorted array of
the row indices in order of decreasing size, bundles consist of
blocks of consecutive row indices. The first wave of bundles
are scheduled round-robin across the SMs, and remaining
bundles are scheduled in decreasing order of heaviness as
bundles complete execution. We note that this heuristic for
row binning is similar to guided self-scheduling [35].

An advantage of this approach is that we do not need to
know the target bundle size to group similarly sized rows.
This means that the heuristic does not need to have insight
into any kernel selection heuristics used under the hood.

Since the topology of sparse matrices in DNNs is typically
updated infrequently, the cost of the argsort of the row
indices by their row lengths can be amortized over many
training steps [6], [13], [17]. Implementing the swizzle in
the kernel also requires the addition of a single load during
the kernel prelude. The memory required to store the sorted
indices for the matrix is negligible, as the number of rows
in the matrix is typically much smaller than the number of
nonzeros in the matrix for our target applications.

Figure 6 shows the high-level scheme for row swizzle load
balancing. Figure 7 shows the performance of row swizzle load
balancing for a sample problem as load imbalance increases.
Figure 8 shows CUDA pseudo-code for our SpMM kernel with
the necessary modifications for row swizzle load balancing.

D. Implementation Details
This section details additional low-level optimizations we

applied to achieve good performance.
1) Index Pre-Scaling: In each iteration of the main loop

of our kernel, we load the sparse matrix values and indices
and store them in shared memory. Each index will be used by
all threads to load from the dense matrix. To avoid redundant
work each time an index is loaded, we have each thread scale
its portion of the indices prior to storing to shared memory.

2) Residue Handling: Our kernel processes as many full
tiles of nonzero values as possible and then executes a residue
handler to accumulate the remaining products. As sparse
matrix row lengths are rarely divisible by the tile size, it’s
important that the residue handling code is highly efficient.

To maximize shared memory bandwidth and minimize bank
conflicts, we use 128-bit shared memory load instructions
whenever possible [36]. This is trivial for the main loop,
but difficult for the residue handling code as the number of
nonzeros remaining is not necessarily divisible by four. To
enable the use of wide shared memory instructions, we zero
the shared memory buffers used for sparse matrix values and
indices prior to loading the residual values and indices. We
then split the loops for dense matrix loading and computation
into two, and unroll the inner loop 4⇥ without bounds checks.

3) Mixed Precision: In addition to standard 32-bit floating-
point kernels, we extended our SpMM implementation to
support mixed-precision computation, as is commonly used in
deep learning [37]. Our kernels support 16-bit floating-point

Fig. 6. Row swizzle approach for load balancing sparse matrix compu-
tation. Rows processed by the same warp are marked with the same pattern
and color. We introduce a layer of indirection that re-orders when rows are
processed. To balance work between threads in a warp, we group rows of
similar length into bundles. To balance work between SMs, we process row
bundles in decreasing order of size.

Fig. 7. Sparse matrix–matrix multiplication runtime with varying levels
of load imbalance. M=8192, K=2048, N=128, sparsity=75% in single-
precision on an Nvidia V100 GPU. Throughput measured as a percent of
the throughput achieved with a sparse matrix where all rows have the same
number of nonzero values. The gray line labeled "Neural Networks" marks
the average CoV of sparse matrices in our dataset of deep neural networks.
With this problem configuration, performance of the standard row ordering
degrades to 47.5% of throughput with a perfectly balanced sparse matrix. Our
row swizzle load balancing technique maintains 96.5% of the throughput with
a perfectly balanced sparse matrix. We document the performance of our row
swizzle load balancing technique further in Section VII-B

input/output data and use 16-bit integer indices for the sparse
matrix meta-data. Inside our kernel, we convert FP16 data to
FP32 and issue FP32 fused multiply-add instructions, as is
standard. We convert the final outputs from FP32 to FP16
before writing the result. Due to the reduced representational
capacity of 16-bit integers, we do not perform our index pre-
scaling optimization for mixed-precision kernels.

VI. SAMPLED DENSE–DENSE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

This section details the design of our SDDMM kernel.

A. Hierarchical 1-Dimensional Tiling
We use the same 1D tiling scheme for SDDMM as we do for

SpMM, with two main differences. First, instead of mapping
thread blocks to 1D regions of the output we map them to 1D
strips of consecutive nonzeros. Because the output is sparse,
this ensures better work distribution across thread blocks and is
simpler to implement. Because the number of nonzeros in each
row cannot be inferred without inspecting the sparse matrix,
we launch the maximum number of thread blocks that could
be needed. On startup, each thread block calculates if it has
work to do and returns early if it is not needed. An alternative

Filter Kernel Reorder for pruned CNNsRecall: Row swizzling for SpMM

Within each group (warp), every thread has the same amount of work.

The number in the grid denotes different kernel patterns.
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Figure 10. An example of FKW compressed weight storage.

Before the reorder, kernels with di�erent patterns are
distributed in this DNN layer. When performing the con-
volution operation directly, the execution code will contain
many branches (as the +No-opt code in Figure 7) that incur
signi�cant instruction pipeline stalls and thread divergences,
hurting both instruction- and thread-level parallelism. Ac-
cording to our experimental results in Section 6, this version
results in sub-optimal performance.
FKR is composed of two steps: �lter reorder and kernel

reorder. The �lter reorder organizes similar �lters next to
each other and the kernel reorder groups kernels with iden-
tical patterns in each �lter together. Particularly, the �lter
similarity used in �lter reorder is decided by two factors:
�rst, the number of non-empty kernels in each �lter (i.e.,
the length of each �lter); and second, for �lters with the
same length, the number of kernels at identical positions
with identical pattern IDs when the kernels in each �lter are
ordered according to these IDs.
After the reorder, the �lters with the same length are

grouped together, and in each group, the �lters with the
highest degree of similarity are ordered next to each other.
The code +Reorder in �gure 7 is for the execution of this re-
ordered layer. This code shows much better instruction-level
parallelism because it eliminates all branches. In addition,
it also allows the better exploration of thread-level paral-
lelism, because it results in large thread execution similarity
and good load balance, particularly, considering the example
of mapping the �lters in the same group to the same GPU
thread block.

5.3 Compressed DNNWeight Storage (FKW Format)
After FKR, our LR stores the DNN’s weights in a novel com-
pact format (called FKW, standing for Filter-Kernel-Weight
format). Compared with existing compact data formats (like
CSR), FKW is higher-level and results in much less extra
structure overhead (i.e., the total size of all index arrays that
are used for weights data access). In addition, FKW lever-
ages the pattern information, and stores the kernels with the
FKR information that will support later branch-less DNN
execution. Other compact data format cannot support this.
Figure 10 shows an example. This DNN layer consists of

four �lters, each with 2, 2, 2, and 3 (after FKR) non-empty ker-
nels, respectively. The two kernels in the �rst �lter (marked
as blue) have pattern 1 and 2, corresponding to the input
channel 3 and 1, respectively. FKW uses �ve arrays to repre-
sent this DNN layer: o�set array, reorder array, index array,

stride array, and weight array. The o�set array and reorder
array store �lter-level information, index array and stride
array store kernel-level, and the weight array stores actual
weights.

More speci�cally, the o�set array stores the o�set of each
�lter (in terms of the number of non-empty kernels). In
Figure 10, the o�set of �lter 0 is 0, and the o�set of �lter 1
is 2 because there are two kernels in �lter 0, and so on. The
reorder array shows the reorder information that is used for
accumulating the computation output to the correct output
channel. In Figure 10, the reorder array tells us that �lter
2 and �lter 3 have been switched and their computation
results should also be switched to the corresponding output
channel. The index array represents the corresponding input
channel for each non-empty kernel. In Figure 10, kernel 1
in �lter 0 corresponds to the input channel 3, and kernel 2
corresponds to the input channel 1. So, the �rst two elements
in the index array are 3 and 1, respectively. The stride array
denotes the number of kernels in each pattern within the
same �lter. In Figure 10, the �lter 0 has the stride array values
0, 1, and 2, denoting that the �lter 0 has 1 kernel with pattern
1 (1 = 1 � 0), and 1 kernel with pattern 2 (1 = 2 � 1). In this
example, each kernel has four (non-zero) weights, so each
�lter has 8, 8, 8, and 12 weights (after FKR), respectively.

5.4 Load Redundancy Elimination (LRE)
As discussed before, irregular memory access (in the form of
array indirection) is also a major cause of ine�cient execu-
tion of weight pruned DNNs. PatDNN uses two techniques to
address this issue: (1) a conventional input tiling to improve
the cache performance; and (2) the optimized code gener-
ation with the help of the pre-de�ned pattern information.
The �rst one, speci�cally the determination of the optimal
tiling size will be introduced in Section 5.5. This section
focuses on the second, speci�cally, introducing our novel
redundant register load elimination optimization applied in
code generation procedure.
Our key insight is: in DNN execution, such as a convo-

lution operation, the data access pattern of the input and
output is decided by the (none-zero elements) patterns of
kernels that are already known after training. Therefore,
it is possible to generate the optimized data access code
with this information for each pattern of kernels and call
them dynamically during the DNN execution. The gener-
ated codes consist of all statically determined data access
instructions for the kernel-level computation with a careful
instruction reorganization to 1) eliminate all indirect mem-
ory accesses; and 2) eliminate all redundant register load
operations. The elimination of all indirect memory accesses
is relatively straightforward, because in all data access in-
structions, the index of input data can be directly calculated
from kernel pattern. We next explain two novel register-level
load redundancy elimination methods in details.

Filter-Kernel-Weight (FKW) Format
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Figure 11. Load redundancy elimination (left: kernel-level; right: �lter-level).

Figure 11 illustrates both register-level load redundancy
eliminations: the left one is within each kernel, and the right
one is among multiple kernels. Within each kernel, the load
redundancy is caused by the convolution operation. In the
example (shown on the left part of Figure 11), the kernel
value 1 requires the elements in the �rst two rows of the
input matrix while value 2 requires the second and third
rows. The elements in the second row [7, 8, 9, 10] are loaded
twice (from cache to register). PatDNN eliminates this load
redundancy by explicitly reusing the (SIMD) registers that
already hold the required data (like the second row in the
above example).
Multiple kernels on the same position of di�erent �lters

may share the same pattern and input channel. The input
data required by these kernels are exactly identical. The
right-hand side of Figure 11 shows a concrete example. If
the computation of these �lters on identical data is packed
together, the possible redundant load of this input can be
eliminated. PatDNN explores this optimization when it gen-
erates the optimized memory access code. The FKR organizes
the kernels (in di�erent �lters) with identical patterns to-
gether. Together with a �lter-level (or output channel) loop
unrolling when processing these kernels, the redundant reg-
ister load is eliminated. Figure 7 (+LRE) shows an example
of this unrolling code.
It is worth noting that the above two redundancy elimi-

nation opportunities are more straightforward to exploit for
dense models where the memory accesses of kernel weights
are continuous and the data reuse pattern is periodically re-
peated. However, it is very challenging (or even not possible)
to exploit for pruned sparse models with irregular memory
accesses, because it is hard to detect the data reuse pattern
(or the data reuse pattern does not even exist). Our pattern-
based pruning can preserve the data reuse patterns and help
the compiler to detect them, thus re-enabling these two kinds
of register-level load redundancy elimination.

5.5 Parameter Auto-tuning
Many con�guration parameters require careful tuning to
guarantee the performance of the generated execution code.
However, manual tuning is tedious, and hard to yield the op-
timal code. Therefore, PatDNN also includes an auto-tuning
component for selecting the best execution con�guration.
It consists of two parts: �rst, an explorer model based on

Genetic Algorithm to generate the con�guration exploration
space; and second, a performance estimation model created

Table 5. DNNs characteristics (under kernel pattern and connectiv-
ity pruning): Accu: ImageNet top-5, CIFAR top-1; the negative
values in Accuracy Loss actually mean accuracy improvement.

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Patterns Accu(%) Accu Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 8 94.6 -0.1

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Size
(MB) Patterns Accu

(%)
Accu 

Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 553.5 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 61 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 102.5 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 94.4 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 14.2 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 9.4 8 94.6 -0.1

�1

Table 6. VGG unique CONV layers’ �lter shapes and given names.
Name Filter shape Name Filter shape Name Filter shape
L1 [64,3,3,3] L4 [128,128,3,3] L7 [512,256,3,3]

L2 [64,64,3,3] L5 [256,128,3,3] L8 [512,512,3,3]
L3 [128,64,3,3] L6 [256,256,3,3] L9 [512,512,3,3]

�1

from our historical data to predict the possible best con�g-
uration and performance for a given hardware. Compared
with the simulated annealing in TVM, our explorer model
supports better parallelism because it allows the initializa-
tion of an arbitrary number of chromosomes to start the
search. For a typical (large-scale) DNN like VGG-16, our ex-
ploration can complete in 3-5ms. During the exploration,
history data is also collected for training the performance
estimator (based on Multilayer Perceptron and least square
regression loss). The advantage of this approach is that when
deploying PatDNN on a new platform, it can give a quick
prediction of the optimal con�guration parameters as well as
the possible execution time. In addition, these tuning parame-
ters are crucial to the performance of our PatDNN execution,
thus need to be carefully tuned by our auto-tuning mod-
ule including: data placement con�gurations on GPU, tiling
sizes, loop permutations, and loop unrolling factors.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates the execution performance of PatDNN
by comparing it with three state-of-the-art DNN inference
acceleration frameworks, TFLite [10], TVM [5], andMNN [1].
All major optimizations of these frameworks (and our PatDNN)
are summarized in Table 1.

6.1 Methodology
EvaluationObjective:Our overall evaluation demonstrates
that achieving real-time inference of large-scale DNNs on
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Figure 11. Load redundancy elimination (left: kernel-level; right: �lter-level).

Figure 11 illustrates both register-level load redundancy
eliminations: the left one is within each kernel, and the right
one is among multiple kernels. Within each kernel, the load
redundancy is caused by the convolution operation. In the
example (shown on the left part of Figure 11), the kernel
value 1 requires the elements in the �rst two rows of the
input matrix while value 2 requires the second and third
rows. The elements in the second row [7, 8, 9, 10] are loaded
twice (from cache to register). PatDNN eliminates this load
redundancy by explicitly reusing the (SIMD) registers that
already hold the required data (like the second row in the
above example).
Multiple kernels on the same position of di�erent �lters

may share the same pattern and input channel. The input
data required by these kernels are exactly identical. The
right-hand side of Figure 11 shows a concrete example. If
the computation of these �lters on identical data is packed
together, the possible redundant load of this input can be
eliminated. PatDNN explores this optimization when it gen-
erates the optimized memory access code. The FKR organizes
the kernels (in di�erent �lters) with identical patterns to-
gether. Together with a �lter-level (or output channel) loop
unrolling when processing these kernels, the redundant reg-
ister load is eliminated. Figure 7 (+LRE) shows an example
of this unrolling code.
It is worth noting that the above two redundancy elimi-

nation opportunities are more straightforward to exploit for
dense models where the memory accesses of kernel weights
are continuous and the data reuse pattern is periodically re-
peated. However, it is very challenging (or even not possible)
to exploit for pruned sparse models with irregular memory
accesses, because it is hard to detect the data reuse pattern
(or the data reuse pattern does not even exist). Our pattern-
based pruning can preserve the data reuse patterns and help
the compiler to detect them, thus re-enabling these two kinds
of register-level load redundancy elimination.

5.5 Parameter Auto-tuning
Many con�guration parameters require careful tuning to
guarantee the performance of the generated execution code.
However, manual tuning is tedious, and hard to yield the op-
timal code. Therefore, PatDNN also includes an auto-tuning
component for selecting the best execution con�guration.
It consists of two parts: �rst, an explorer model based on

Genetic Algorithm to generate the con�guration exploration
space; and second, a performance estimation model created

Table 5. DNNs characteristics (under kernel pattern and connectiv-
ity pruning): Accu: ImageNet top-5, CIFAR top-1; the negative
values in Accuracy Loss actually mean accuracy improvement.

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Patterns Accu(%) Accu Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 8 94.6 -0.1

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Size
(MB) Patterns Accu

(%)
Accu 

Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 553.5 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 61 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 102.5 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 94.4 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 14.2 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 9.4 8 94.6 -0.1
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Table 6. VGG unique CONV layers’ �lter shapes and given names.
Name Filter shape Name Filter shape Name Filter shape
L1 [64,3,3,3] L4 [128,128,3,3] L7 [512,256,3,3]

L2 [64,64,3,3] L5 [256,128,3,3] L8 [512,512,3,3]
L3 [128,64,3,3] L6 [256,256,3,3] L9 [512,512,3,3]
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from our historical data to predict the possible best con�g-
uration and performance for a given hardware. Compared
with the simulated annealing in TVM, our explorer model
supports better parallelism because it allows the initializa-
tion of an arbitrary number of chromosomes to start the
search. For a typical (large-scale) DNN like VGG-16, our ex-
ploration can complete in 3-5ms. During the exploration,
history data is also collected for training the performance
estimator (based on Multilayer Perceptron and least square
regression loss). The advantage of this approach is that when
deploying PatDNN on a new platform, it can give a quick
prediction of the optimal con�guration parameters as well as
the possible execution time. In addition, these tuning parame-
ters are crucial to the performance of our PatDNN execution,
thus need to be carefully tuned by our auto-tuning mod-
ule including: data placement con�gurations on GPU, tiling
sizes, loop permutations, and loop unrolling factors.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates the execution performance of PatDNN
by comparing it with three state-of-the-art DNN inference
acceleration frameworks, TFLite [10], TVM [5], andMNN [1].
All major optimizations of these frameworks (and our PatDNN)
are summarized in Table 1.

6.1 Methodology
EvaluationObjective:Our overall evaluation demonstrates
that achieving real-time inference of large-scale DNNs on
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Kernel values 0 and 1 both require accessing the same row of input feature map.
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Figure 11. Load redundancy elimination (left: kernel-level; right: �lter-level).

Figure 11 illustrates both register-level load redundancy
eliminations: the left one is within each kernel, and the right
one is among multiple kernels. Within each kernel, the load
redundancy is caused by the convolution operation. In the
example (shown on the left part of Figure 11), the kernel
value 1 requires the elements in the �rst two rows of the
input matrix while value 2 requires the second and third
rows. The elements in the second row [7, 8, 9, 10] are loaded
twice (from cache to register). PatDNN eliminates this load
redundancy by explicitly reusing the (SIMD) registers that
already hold the required data (like the second row in the
above example).
Multiple kernels on the same position of di�erent �lters

may share the same pattern and input channel. The input
data required by these kernels are exactly identical. The
right-hand side of Figure 11 shows a concrete example. If
the computation of these �lters on identical data is packed
together, the possible redundant load of this input can be
eliminated. PatDNN explores this optimization when it gen-
erates the optimized memory access code. The FKR organizes
the kernels (in di�erent �lters) with identical patterns to-
gether. Together with a �lter-level (or output channel) loop
unrolling when processing these kernels, the redundant reg-
ister load is eliminated. Figure 7 (+LRE) shows an example
of this unrolling code.
It is worth noting that the above two redundancy elimi-

nation opportunities are more straightforward to exploit for
dense models where the memory accesses of kernel weights
are continuous and the data reuse pattern is periodically re-
peated. However, it is very challenging (or even not possible)
to exploit for pruned sparse models with irregular memory
accesses, because it is hard to detect the data reuse pattern
(or the data reuse pattern does not even exist). Our pattern-
based pruning can preserve the data reuse patterns and help
the compiler to detect them, thus re-enabling these two kinds
of register-level load redundancy elimination.

5.5 Parameter Auto-tuning
Many con�guration parameters require careful tuning to
guarantee the performance of the generated execution code.
However, manual tuning is tedious, and hard to yield the op-
timal code. Therefore, PatDNN also includes an auto-tuning
component for selecting the best execution con�guration.
It consists of two parts: �rst, an explorer model based on

Genetic Algorithm to generate the con�guration exploration
space; and second, a performance estimation model created

Table 5. DNNs characteristics (under kernel pattern and connectiv-
ity pruning): Accu: ImageNet top-5, CIFAR top-1; the negative
values in Accuracy Loss actually mean accuracy improvement.

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Patterns Accu(%) Accu Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 8 94.6 -0.1

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Size
(MB) Patterns Accu

(%)
Accu 

Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 553.5 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 61 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 102.5 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 94.4 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 14.2 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 9.4 8 94.6 -0.1
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Table 6. VGG unique CONV layers’ �lter shapes and given names.
Name Filter shape Name Filter shape Name Filter shape
L1 [64,3,3,3] L4 [128,128,3,3] L7 [512,256,3,3]

L2 [64,64,3,3] L5 [256,128,3,3] L8 [512,512,3,3]
L3 [128,64,3,3] L6 [256,256,3,3] L9 [512,512,3,3]
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from our historical data to predict the possible best con�g-
uration and performance for a given hardware. Compared
with the simulated annealing in TVM, our explorer model
supports better parallelism because it allows the initializa-
tion of an arbitrary number of chromosomes to start the
search. For a typical (large-scale) DNN like VGG-16, our ex-
ploration can complete in 3-5ms. During the exploration,
history data is also collected for training the performance
estimator (based on Multilayer Perceptron and least square
regression loss). The advantage of this approach is that when
deploying PatDNN on a new platform, it can give a quick
prediction of the optimal con�guration parameters as well as
the possible execution time. In addition, these tuning parame-
ters are crucial to the performance of our PatDNN execution,
thus need to be carefully tuned by our auto-tuning mod-
ule including: data placement con�gurations on GPU, tiling
sizes, loop permutations, and loop unrolling factors.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates the execution performance of PatDNN
by comparing it with three state-of-the-art DNN inference
acceleration frameworks, TFLite [10], TVM [5], andMNN [1].
All major optimizations of these frameworks (and our PatDNN)
are summarized in Table 1.

6.1 Methodology
EvaluationObjective:Our overall evaluation demonstrates
that achieving real-time inference of large-scale DNNs on
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Figure 11. Load redundancy elimination (left: kernel-level; right: �lter-level).

Figure 11 illustrates both register-level load redundancy
eliminations: the left one is within each kernel, and the right
one is among multiple kernels. Within each kernel, the load
redundancy is caused by the convolution operation. In the
example (shown on the left part of Figure 11), the kernel
value 1 requires the elements in the �rst two rows of the
input matrix while value 2 requires the second and third
rows. The elements in the second row [7, 8, 9, 10] are loaded
twice (from cache to register). PatDNN eliminates this load
redundancy by explicitly reusing the (SIMD) registers that
already hold the required data (like the second row in the
above example).
Multiple kernels on the same position of di�erent �lters

may share the same pattern and input channel. The input
data required by these kernels are exactly identical. The
right-hand side of Figure 11 shows a concrete example. If
the computation of these �lters on identical data is packed
together, the possible redundant load of this input can be
eliminated. PatDNN explores this optimization when it gen-
erates the optimized memory access code. The FKR organizes
the kernels (in di�erent �lters) with identical patterns to-
gether. Together with a �lter-level (or output channel) loop
unrolling when processing these kernels, the redundant reg-
ister load is eliminated. Figure 7 (+LRE) shows an example
of this unrolling code.
It is worth noting that the above two redundancy elimi-

nation opportunities are more straightforward to exploit for
dense models where the memory accesses of kernel weights
are continuous and the data reuse pattern is periodically re-
peated. However, it is very challenging (or even not possible)
to exploit for pruned sparse models with irregular memory
accesses, because it is hard to detect the data reuse pattern
(or the data reuse pattern does not even exist). Our pattern-
based pruning can preserve the data reuse patterns and help
the compiler to detect them, thus re-enabling these two kinds
of register-level load redundancy elimination.

5.5 Parameter Auto-tuning
Many con�guration parameters require careful tuning to
guarantee the performance of the generated execution code.
However, manual tuning is tedious, and hard to yield the op-
timal code. Therefore, PatDNN also includes an auto-tuning
component for selecting the best execution con�guration.
It consists of two parts: �rst, an explorer model based on

Genetic Algorithm to generate the con�guration exploration
space; and second, a performance estimation model created

Table 5. DNNs characteristics (under kernel pattern and connectiv-
ity pruning): Accu: ImageNet top-5, CIFAR top-1; the negative
values in Accuracy Loss actually mean accuracy improvement.

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Patterns Accu(%) Accu Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 8 94.6 -0.1

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Size
(MB) Patterns Accu

(%)
Accu 

Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 553.5 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 61 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 102.5 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 94.4 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 14.2 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 9.4 8 94.6 -0.1
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Table 6. VGG unique CONV layers’ �lter shapes and given names.
Name Filter shape Name Filter shape Name Filter shape
L1 [64,3,3,3] L4 [128,128,3,3] L7 [512,256,3,3]

L2 [64,64,3,3] L5 [256,128,3,3] L8 [512,512,3,3]
L3 [128,64,3,3] L6 [256,256,3,3] L9 [512,512,3,3]
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from our historical data to predict the possible best con�g-
uration and performance for a given hardware. Compared
with the simulated annealing in TVM, our explorer model
supports better parallelism because it allows the initializa-
tion of an arbitrary number of chromosomes to start the
search. For a typical (large-scale) DNN like VGG-16, our ex-
ploration can complete in 3-5ms. During the exploration,
history data is also collected for training the performance
estimator (based on Multilayer Perceptron and least square
regression loss). The advantage of this approach is that when
deploying PatDNN on a new platform, it can give a quick
prediction of the optimal con�guration parameters as well as
the possible execution time. In addition, these tuning parame-
ters are crucial to the performance of our PatDNN execution,
thus need to be carefully tuned by our auto-tuning mod-
ule including: data placement con�gurations on GPU, tiling
sizes, loop permutations, and loop unrolling factors.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates the execution performance of PatDNN
by comparing it with three state-of-the-art DNN inference
acceleration frameworks, TFLite [10], TVM [5], andMNN [1].
All major optimizations of these frameworks (and our PatDNN)
are summarized in Table 1.

6.1 Methodology
EvaluationObjective:Our overall evaluation demonstrates
that achieving real-time inference of large-scale DNNs on
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Filters 0 and 1 both require accessing the same trunk of input data
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Figure 11. Load redundancy elimination (left: kernel-level; right: �lter-level).

Figure 11 illustrates both register-level load redundancy
eliminations: the left one is within each kernel, and the right
one is among multiple kernels. Within each kernel, the load
redundancy is caused by the convolution operation. In the
example (shown on the left part of Figure 11), the kernel
value 1 requires the elements in the �rst two rows of the
input matrix while value 2 requires the second and third
rows. The elements in the second row [7, 8, 9, 10] are loaded
twice (from cache to register). PatDNN eliminates this load
redundancy by explicitly reusing the (SIMD) registers that
already hold the required data (like the second row in the
above example).
Multiple kernels on the same position of di�erent �lters

may share the same pattern and input channel. The input
data required by these kernels are exactly identical. The
right-hand side of Figure 11 shows a concrete example. If
the computation of these �lters on identical data is packed
together, the possible redundant load of this input can be
eliminated. PatDNN explores this optimization when it gen-
erates the optimized memory access code. The FKR organizes
the kernels (in di�erent �lters) with identical patterns to-
gether. Together with a �lter-level (or output channel) loop
unrolling when processing these kernels, the redundant reg-
ister load is eliminated. Figure 7 (+LRE) shows an example
of this unrolling code.
It is worth noting that the above two redundancy elimi-

nation opportunities are more straightforward to exploit for
dense models where the memory accesses of kernel weights
are continuous and the data reuse pattern is periodically re-
peated. However, it is very challenging (or even not possible)
to exploit for pruned sparse models with irregular memory
accesses, because it is hard to detect the data reuse pattern
(or the data reuse pattern does not even exist). Our pattern-
based pruning can preserve the data reuse patterns and help
the compiler to detect them, thus re-enabling these two kinds
of register-level load redundancy elimination.

5.5 Parameter Auto-tuning
Many con�guration parameters require careful tuning to
guarantee the performance of the generated execution code.
However, manual tuning is tedious, and hard to yield the op-
timal code. Therefore, PatDNN also includes an auto-tuning
component for selecting the best execution con�guration.
It consists of two parts: �rst, an explorer model based on

Genetic Algorithm to generate the con�guration exploration
space; and second, a performance estimation model created

Table 5. DNNs characteristics (under kernel pattern and connectiv-
ity pruning): Accu: ImageNet top-5, CIFAR top-1; the negative
values in Accuracy Loss actually mean accuracy improvement.

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Patterns Accu(%) Accu Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 8 94.6 -0.1
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Accu 

Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 553.5 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 61 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 102.5 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 94.4 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 14.2 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 9.4 8 94.6 -0.1
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Table 6. VGG unique CONV layers’ �lter shapes and given names.
Name Filter shape Name Filter shape Name Filter shape
L1 [64,3,3,3] L4 [128,128,3,3] L7 [512,256,3,3]

L2 [64,64,3,3] L5 [256,128,3,3] L8 [512,512,3,3]
L3 [128,64,3,3] L6 [256,256,3,3] L9 [512,512,3,3]
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from our historical data to predict the possible best con�g-
uration and performance for a given hardware. Compared
with the simulated annealing in TVM, our explorer model
supports better parallelism because it allows the initializa-
tion of an arbitrary number of chromosomes to start the
search. For a typical (large-scale) DNN like VGG-16, our ex-
ploration can complete in 3-5ms. During the exploration,
history data is also collected for training the performance
estimator (based on Multilayer Perceptron and least square
regression loss). The advantage of this approach is that when
deploying PatDNN on a new platform, it can give a quick
prediction of the optimal con�guration parameters as well as
the possible execution time. In addition, these tuning parame-
ters are crucial to the performance of our PatDNN execution,
thus need to be carefully tuned by our auto-tuning mod-
ule including: data placement con�gurations on GPU, tiling
sizes, loop permutations, and loop unrolling factors.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates the execution performance of PatDNN
by comparing it with three state-of-the-art DNN inference
acceleration frameworks, TFLite [10], TVM [5], andMNN [1].
All major optimizations of these frameworks (and our PatDNN)
are summarized in Table 1.

6.1 Methodology
EvaluationObjective:Our overall evaluation demonstrates
that achieving real-time inference of large-scale DNNs on
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Figure 11. Load redundancy elimination (left: kernel-level; right: �lter-level).

Figure 11 illustrates both register-level load redundancy
eliminations: the left one is within each kernel, and the right
one is among multiple kernels. Within each kernel, the load
redundancy is caused by the convolution operation. In the
example (shown on the left part of Figure 11), the kernel
value 1 requires the elements in the �rst two rows of the
input matrix while value 2 requires the second and third
rows. The elements in the second row [7, 8, 9, 10] are loaded
twice (from cache to register). PatDNN eliminates this load
redundancy by explicitly reusing the (SIMD) registers that
already hold the required data (like the second row in the
above example).
Multiple kernels on the same position of di�erent �lters

may share the same pattern and input channel. The input
data required by these kernels are exactly identical. The
right-hand side of Figure 11 shows a concrete example. If
the computation of these �lters on identical data is packed
together, the possible redundant load of this input can be
eliminated. PatDNN explores this optimization when it gen-
erates the optimized memory access code. The FKR organizes
the kernels (in di�erent �lters) with identical patterns to-
gether. Together with a �lter-level (or output channel) loop
unrolling when processing these kernels, the redundant reg-
ister load is eliminated. Figure 7 (+LRE) shows an example
of this unrolling code.
It is worth noting that the above two redundancy elimi-

nation opportunities are more straightforward to exploit for
dense models where the memory accesses of kernel weights
are continuous and the data reuse pattern is periodically re-
peated. However, it is very challenging (or even not possible)
to exploit for pruned sparse models with irregular memory
accesses, because it is hard to detect the data reuse pattern
(or the data reuse pattern does not even exist). Our pattern-
based pruning can preserve the data reuse patterns and help
the compiler to detect them, thus re-enabling these two kinds
of register-level load redundancy elimination.

5.5 Parameter Auto-tuning
Many con�guration parameters require careful tuning to
guarantee the performance of the generated execution code.
However, manual tuning is tedious, and hard to yield the op-
timal code. Therefore, PatDNN also includes an auto-tuning
component for selecting the best execution con�guration.
It consists of two parts: �rst, an explorer model based on

Genetic Algorithm to generate the con�guration exploration
space; and second, a performance estimation model created

Table 5. DNNs characteristics (under kernel pattern and connectiv-
ity pruning): Accu: ImageNet top-5, CIFAR top-1; the negative
values in Accuracy Loss actually mean accuracy improvement.

Name Network Dataset Layers Conv Patterns Accu(%) Accu Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 8 94.6 -0.1
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Loss (%)

VGG VGG-16
ImageNet 16 13 553.5 8 91.6 0.1

CIFAR-10 16 13 61 8 93.9 -0.4

RNT ResNet-50
ImageNet 50 49 102.5 8 92.5 0.2

CIFAR-10 50 49 94.4 8 95.6 -1.0

MBNT MobileNet
-V2

ImageNet 53 52 14.2 8 90.3 0.0

CIFAR-10 54 53 9.4 8 94.6 -0.1

�1

Table 6. VGG unique CONV layers’ �lter shapes and given names.
Name Filter shape Name Filter shape Name Filter shape
L1 [64,3,3,3] L4 [128,128,3,3] L7 [512,256,3,3]

L2 [64,64,3,3] L5 [256,128,3,3] L8 [512,512,3,3]
L3 [128,64,3,3] L6 [256,256,3,3] L9 [512,512,3,3]

�1

from our historical data to predict the possible best con�g-
uration and performance for a given hardware. Compared
with the simulated annealing in TVM, our explorer model
supports better parallelism because it allows the initializa-
tion of an arbitrary number of chromosomes to start the
search. For a typical (large-scale) DNN like VGG-16, our ex-
ploration can complete in 3-5ms. During the exploration,
history data is also collected for training the performance
estimator (based on Multilayer Perceptron and least square
regression loss). The advantage of this approach is that when
deploying PatDNN on a new platform, it can give a quick
prediction of the optimal con�guration parameters as well as
the possible execution time. In addition, these tuning parame-
ters are crucial to the performance of our PatDNN execution,
thus need to be carefully tuned by our auto-tuning mod-
ule including: data placement con�gurations on GPU, tiling
sizes, loop permutations, and loop unrolling factors.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates the execution performance of PatDNN
by comparing it with three state-of-the-art DNN inference
acceleration frameworks, TFLite [10], TVM [5], andMNN [1].
All major optimizations of these frameworks (and our PatDNN)
are summarized in Table 1.

6.1 Methodology
EvaluationObjective:Our overall evaluation demonstrates
that achieving real-time inference of large-scale DNNs on

Load Redundancy Elimination
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Figure 12. Overall performance: x-axis: di�erent trained DNN models; y-axis: average DNN inference execution time on a single input.

modern mobile devices is possible with PatDNN. Speci�cally,
the evaluation has �ve objectives: (1) demonstrating that
PatDNN outperforms existing state-of-the-art DNN frame-
works without any accuracy compromise; (2) studying the
performance e�ect of our key compiler optimizations and
explaining the reasons for performance improvement; (3)
further con�rming the performance of PatDNN by compar-
ing its pure GFLOPS with our optimized dense baseline; (4)
showing that PatDNN performs similarly on di�erent mo-
bile platforms, i.e., PatDNN has a good portability; and (5)
unveiling the impact of pattern count selections on both the
accuracy and performance.
DNNs and Datasets: PatDNN is evaluated on three main-
stream DNNs, VGG-16 (VGG), ResNet-50 (RNT), and Mobile-
Net-V2 (MBNT). They are trained on two datasets, ImageNet
and CIFAR-10. Table 5 characterizes these trained DNNs.
Some information is omitted due to the space constraint,
e.g., a uniform CONV pruning rate for VGG and RNT is
8⇥, and 4.4⇥, respectively (with uniform 3.6⇥ connectivity
pruning rate). VGG has 13 CONV layers, and 5 of them have
identical structures to others. Table 6 lists the �lter shape
([#output channel, #input channel, kernel height,
and kernel width]) of these 9 unique layers and gives them
a short name each.
EvaluationPlatforms andRunningCon�gurations:Our
experiments are conducted on a Samsung Galaxy S10 cell
phone with the latest Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 mobile
platform that consists of a Qualcomm Kryo 485 Octa-core
CPU and a Qualcomm Adreno 640 GPU. Our portability tests
are conducted on a Xiaomi POCOPHONE F1 phone with a
Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 that consists of a Kryo 385 Octa-
core CPU and an Adreno 630 GPU, and an Honor Magic 2
phone with a Kirin 980 that consists of an ARM Octa-core
CPU and a Mali-G76 GPU. All tests run 50 times on di�erent
input (images) with 8 threads on CPU, and all pipelines on
GPU. Because multiple runs do not vary signi�cantly, this
section only reports the average time for readability. Because
CONV layers are most time-consuming, accounting for more
than 95% (90% for VGG) of the total execution time, our eval-
uation focuses on the CONV layers. All runs are tuned to
their best con�gurations, e.g., Winograd optimization [32]
is used for all dense runs, and 16-bit �oat point is used for
all GPU runs.
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Figure 13. Speedup of opt/no-opt on each unique CONV layer.

6.2 Overall Performance
Figure 12 shows the overall CPU and GPU performance of
PatDNN compared to TFLite, TVM, MNN on all six trained
DNNs. PatDNN outperforms all other frameworks for all
cases. On CPU, PatDNN achieves 12.3⇥ to 44.5⇥ speedup
over TFLite, 2.4⇥ to 5.1⇥ over TVM, and 1.9⇥ to 7.1⇥ over
MNN, respectively. On GPU, PatDNN achieves 2.5⇥ to 20⇥,
2.8⇥ to 11.4⇥, and 1.6⇥ to 6.2⇥ speedup over TFLite, TVM,
and MNN, respectively3. For the largest DNN (VGG) and
largest data set (ImageNet), PatDNN completes CONV layers
on a single input within 18.9 ms on GPU. Even including the
other rest layers (like FC), PatDNN can still meet the real-
time requirement (usually 30 frames/sec, i.e., 33 ms/frame).
PatDNN outperforms other frameworks because of two

major reasons. First, its dense version is already 1.1⇥ to 1.6⇥
faster than TVM and MNN on mobile platforms because of
some extra optimizations (as shown in Table 1). Figure 17(a)
shows that PatDNN’s dense version is faster than MNN on
VGG, our largest DNN. Second, the pattern-based pruning
reduces the overall computation by 3⇥ to 8⇥. Such computa-
tion reduction unfortunately cannot transfer to performance
gains directly. We con�rmed this by implementing an opti-
mized sparse matrix version of PatDNN based on CSR [11],
which shows almost the same speed to PatDNN’s dense ver-
sion. However, the subsequent compiler-level optimizations
(�lter kernel reorder, load redundancy elimination, auto-
tuning, and compressed weight storage) successfully convert
this computation reduction into real performance gains. We
conduct a more detailed study on these optimizations in the
next Section, and Figure 13 shows a break-down of these
optimizationsâĂŹ contributions. Figures 14 to 16 provide a
detailed analysis of the underlying reasons.

3TFLite does not support executing VGG on ImageNet data set on GPU due
to its too large memory footprint.
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6.3 Optimization Evaluation
This section studies the e�ect of our key compiler opti-
mizations and shows that our PatDNN’s good performance
mainly comes from these pattern-enabled optimizations. This
part also compares the extra structure overhead between
FKW and CSR. Constrained by space, we only report the
results of VGG, our most complex DNN, on the most widely
accepted dataset (ImageNet). Experiments on other DNNs
and datasets show the same trend. The rest parts also use
VGG on ImageNet as a representative example.

Figure 13 reports the speedup of the versions with opti-
mizations over the version without any optimization on each
unique CONV layer of VGG on CPU and GPU, respectively.
On CPU, reorder brings 1.6⇥ to 3.0⇥ speedup, load redun-
dancy eliminations bring additional 1.6⇥ to 2.8⇥ speedup,
and parameter tuning brings additional 1.2⇥ to 1.9⇥ speedup.
On GPU, these numbers are 2.7⇥ to 6.1⇥, 1.5⇥ to 3.3⇥ and
1.4⇥ to 3.8⇥. It is interesting that FKR brings more bene-
�ts on GPU than on CPU, because GPU’s performance is
more sensitive to the thread divergence and load balance
due to its massive parallel nature. We next study why these
optimizations work.
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Figure 17. GFLOPS performance study: PatDNN vs dense.

FilterKernel Reorder: Figure 14 (a) reports the �lter length
distribution of VGG L4 before and after FKR. Before reorder,
the �lters with varied lengths are distributed randomly, re-
sulting in signi�cant load imbalance if assigning them to
di�erent threads. After reorder, the �lters are grouped into
three groups, and the �lters within each group have identi-
cal lengths. Each group could be executed by CPU threads
simultaneously, or mapped to the same GPU thread block.
Load Redundant Elimination: Figure 14 (b) reports the
register load counts before and after LRE for each unique
CONV of VGG. It shows that our register LRE can signi�-
cantly reduce the number of register loads. Note that even
if register load has lower latency than cache or memory
load, the memory/cache performance has nevertheless been
aggressively optimized by conventional tiling. Thus, the sig-
ni�cant performance gains must have been achieved with
the reduced number of register loads.
Auto-tuning: Figure 15 reports the CPU performance (in
GFLOPS) of each unique VGG CONV layer with varied loop
permutations, and with or w/o blocking on ImageNet and
CIFAR-10, respectively. It shows that di�erent inputs and lay-
ers may require di�erent con�gurations. Proper tuning will
bring signi�cant bene�ts. Constrained by space, we omit the
GPU results and tuning results about GPU data placement.
Compressed Weight Storage: Figure 16 shows the extra
data structure overhead (i.e., the size of data structures other
than weights) of FKW over CSR on each unique VGG CONV
layer with three kinds of pruning rates, 18⇥, 12⇥, and 8⇥
respectively. For each one, FKW saves 93.4%, 91.6%, and 87.9%
extra data structure overhead over CSR in total, resulting in
46.7%, 45.8%, and 43.9% overall storage space saving.

6.4 PatDNN Performance Analysis in GFLOPS
To further analyze the performance of PatDNN, this part
compares its pure GFLOPS with our dense implementation.
To conduct an apple-to-apple comparison, we turn o� the
Winograd optimization that transforms the convolution op-
eration to matrix-multiplication for a trade-o� between the
computation reduction and operation conversion overhead.
Figure 17 (a) shows that our dense version can serve as an
optimized baseline, because it is even faster than MNN.

Figure 17 (b) shows that our pattern-based (sparse) PatDNN
achieves comparable GFLOPS to our optimized dense base-
line on CPU, and outperforms it on GPU. It implies that the
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Figure 12. Overall performance: x-axis: di�erent trained DNN models; y-axis: average DNN inference execution time on a single input.

modern mobile devices is possible with PatDNN. Speci�cally,
the evaluation has �ve objectives: (1) demonstrating that
PatDNN outperforms existing state-of-the-art DNN frame-
works without any accuracy compromise; (2) studying the
performance e�ect of our key compiler optimizations and
explaining the reasons for performance improvement; (3)
further con�rming the performance of PatDNN by compar-
ing its pure GFLOPS with our optimized dense baseline; (4)
showing that PatDNN performs similarly on di�erent mo-
bile platforms, i.e., PatDNN has a good portability; and (5)
unveiling the impact of pattern count selections on both the
accuracy and performance.
DNNs and Datasets: PatDNN is evaluated on three main-
stream DNNs, VGG-16 (VGG), ResNet-50 (RNT), and Mobile-
Net-V2 (MBNT). They are trained on two datasets, ImageNet
and CIFAR-10. Table 5 characterizes these trained DNNs.
Some information is omitted due to the space constraint,
e.g., a uniform CONV pruning rate for VGG and RNT is
8⇥, and 4.4⇥, respectively (with uniform 3.6⇥ connectivity
pruning rate). VGG has 13 CONV layers, and 5 of them have
identical structures to others. Table 6 lists the �lter shape
([#output channel, #input channel, kernel height,
and kernel width]) of these 9 unique layers and gives them
a short name each.
EvaluationPlatforms andRunningCon�gurations:Our
experiments are conducted on a Samsung Galaxy S10 cell
phone with the latest Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 mobile
platform that consists of a Qualcomm Kryo 485 Octa-core
CPU and a Qualcomm Adreno 640 GPU. Our portability tests
are conducted on a Xiaomi POCOPHONE F1 phone with a
Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 that consists of a Kryo 385 Octa-
core CPU and an Adreno 630 GPU, and an Honor Magic 2
phone with a Kirin 980 that consists of an ARM Octa-core
CPU and a Mali-G76 GPU. All tests run 50 times on di�erent
input (images) with 8 threads on CPU, and all pipelines on
GPU. Because multiple runs do not vary signi�cantly, this
section only reports the average time for readability. Because
CONV layers are most time-consuming, accounting for more
than 95% (90% for VGG) of the total execution time, our eval-
uation focuses on the CONV layers. All runs are tuned to
their best con�gurations, e.g., Winograd optimization [32]
is used for all dense runs, and 16-bit �oat point is used for
all GPU runs.
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Figure 13. Speedup of opt/no-opt on each unique CONV layer.

6.2 Overall Performance
Figure 12 shows the overall CPU and GPU performance of
PatDNN compared to TFLite, TVM, MNN on all six trained
DNNs. PatDNN outperforms all other frameworks for all
cases. On CPU, PatDNN achieves 12.3⇥ to 44.5⇥ speedup
over TFLite, 2.4⇥ to 5.1⇥ over TVM, and 1.9⇥ to 7.1⇥ over
MNN, respectively. On GPU, PatDNN achieves 2.5⇥ to 20⇥,
2.8⇥ to 11.4⇥, and 1.6⇥ to 6.2⇥ speedup over TFLite, TVM,
and MNN, respectively3. For the largest DNN (VGG) and
largest data set (ImageNet), PatDNN completes CONV layers
on a single input within 18.9 ms on GPU. Even including the
other rest layers (like FC), PatDNN can still meet the real-
time requirement (usually 30 frames/sec, i.e., 33 ms/frame).
PatDNN outperforms other frameworks because of two

major reasons. First, its dense version is already 1.1⇥ to 1.6⇥
faster than TVM and MNN on mobile platforms because of
some extra optimizations (as shown in Table 1). Figure 17(a)
shows that PatDNN’s dense version is faster than MNN on
VGG, our largest DNN. Second, the pattern-based pruning
reduces the overall computation by 3⇥ to 8⇥. Such computa-
tion reduction unfortunately cannot transfer to performance
gains directly. We con�rmed this by implementing an opti-
mized sparse matrix version of PatDNN based on CSR [11],
which shows almost the same speed to PatDNN’s dense ver-
sion. However, the subsequent compiler-level optimizations
(�lter kernel reorder, load redundancy elimination, auto-
tuning, and compressed weight storage) successfully convert
this computation reduction into real performance gains. We
conduct a more detailed study on these optimizations in the
next Section, and Figure 13 shows a break-down of these
optimizationsâĂŹ contributions. Figures 14 to 16 provide a
detailed analysis of the underlying reasons.

3TFLite does not support executing VGG on ImageNet data set on GPU due
to its too large memory footprint.
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Table 7. Pattern counts impact (with 3.6⇥ connectivity pruning):
accuracy loss and exe time for VGG.

Network Dataset #Patterns Accu (%) Accu Loss (%) Device Time (ms)

VGG-16 ImageNet

6 91.4 0.3
CPU 50.5
GPU 18.6

8 91.6 0.1
CPU 51.8
GPU 18.9

12 91.7 0.0
CPU 92.5
GPU 27.6

�1

memory performance of PatDNN is comparable to the dense
baseline on CPU and even better than it on GPU. This ben-
e�ts from our model compression and memory load (and
register load) reductions. Without pattern-based pruning,
the input, output, and DNN model compete for the limited
memory/cache resource; after pruning, only the input and
output compete for it. PatDNN also reduces the overall com-
putation; thus, it signi�cantly outperforms all other mobile
frameworks. We cannot achieve this performance without
our pattern-based design, and our other sparse implemen-
tation with conventional sparse matrix optimizations can
only get either comparable or even slower speed than other
mobile frameworks.

6.5 Portability Study
PatDNN is also evaluated on two other platforms to con�rm
its portability. Figure 18 shows the result. On these platforms,
PatDNN also outperforms other frameworks. Particularly,
other frameworks run much slower on Magic 2 than on
Snapdragon 855; however, PatDNN performs more stably.
This is because our pattern-based pruning leads to fewer
computations and fewer memory accesses thus reducing the
memory bandwidth pressure.

6.6 Impact of Pattern Counts
Table 7 reports the impact of the pattern count selection on
both the accuracy and execution time, under 3.6⇥ uniform
connectivity pruning rate. As increasing pattern counts, the
accuracy increases slightly, however, the performance drops
quickly. Our evaluation selects 8 patterns that result in ideal
performance with a negligible accuracy loss.

7 Discussion
Generality: The techniques proposed in PatDNN are gen-
eral enough to be applied to other platforms. Compared
to laptops or servers, mobile platforms are more resource-
constrained, making it is more challenging to achieve real-
time execution. However, the need for real-time DNN execu-
tion is crucial due to many important mobile applications.
In fact, in addition to the mobile platforms in our paper, we
also tested PatDNN on the latest Raspberry Pi 4 platform. It
shows a similar speedup over other frameworks like TVM.
We believe that it is a promising research direction to im-
prove PatDNN’s portability by incorporating it with TVM
that emphasizes the DNN execution on varied computing
devices.
Dense vs. Sparse DNNs: General end-to-end DNN infer-
ence acceleration frameworks like TFLite, TVM, andMNN do
not support sparse DNN execution. If we simply add sparse
DNN support with random pruning and general compression
storage (like CSR) to these frameworks, it is expected that
their speed cannot be improved signi�cantly as shown in the
results of PatDNN’s CSR implementation. Although there is
potential to improve the performance with coarse-grained
structured pruning (that prunes whole �lters/channels), the
accuracy will be obviously degraded as we discussed be-
fore. From this perspective, PatDNN opens a new door to
accelerate DNN execution with a compression/compiler-
optimization co-design. With such co-design, sparse (or com-
pressed) DNN execution becomes a more promising solution
in resource-constraint environments than dense DNN.

8 Conclusion
This paper presents PatDNN, an end-to-end framework to
achieve real-time DNN execution onmobile devices. PatDNN
consists of two stages, a pattern-based pruning stage based
on extended ADMM solution framework, and an optimized
execution code generation stage including a high-level, �ne-
grained DNN layerwise representation and a set of archi-
tecture-aware optimizations. This design allows PatDNN to
bene�t from both high accuracy and hardware e�ciency. Our
evaluation results demonstrate that PatDNN outperforms
other state-of-the-art end-to-endDNN execution frameworks
with up to 44.5⇥ speedup and no accuracy compromise, and
achieves real-time execution of large-scale DNNs on mobile
devices.
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Summary of Today’s Lecture
In this lecture, we introduced:
• Automated ways to find pruning ratios

• Lottery ticket hypothesis

• System support for different granularities 


• We will cover in the next lecture: 
• Numeric data types in modern computer systems

• Basic concept of neural network quantization

• Common neural network quantization methods
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